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Abstract
We study the existing algorithms that solve the multidimensional martingale optimal
transport. Then we provide a new algorithm based on entropic regularization and Newton’s
method. Then we provide theoretical convergence rate results and we check that this algorithm
performs better through numerical experiments. We also give a simple way to deal with the
absence of convex ordering among the marginals. Furthermore, we provide a new universal
bound on the error linked to entropy.
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1 Introduction
The problem of martingale optimal transport was introduced as the dual of the problem of
robust (model-free) superhedging of exotic derivatives in financial mathematics, see Beiglböck,
Henry-Labordère & Penkner [6] in discrete time, and Galichon, Henry-Labordère & Touzi [29]
in continuous-time. This robust superhedging problem was introduced by Hobson [38], and was
addressing specific examples of exotic derivatives by means of corresponding solutions of the
Skorokhod embedding problem, see [22, 36, 37], and the survey [35].
Given two probability measures µ, ν on Rd, with finite first order moment, martingale
optimal transport differs from standard optimal transport in that the set of all interpolating
probability measures Ppµ, νq on the product space is reduced to the subset Mpµ, νq restricted
by the martingale condition. We recall from Strassen [57] thatMpµ, νq ‰ H if and only if µ ĺ ν
∗The author gratefully acknowledges the financial support of the ERC 321111 Rofirm, and the Chairs Financial
Risks (Risk Foundation, sponsored by Société Générale) and Finance and Sustainable Development (IEF sponsored
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in the convex order, i.e. µpfq ď νpfq for all convex functions f . Notice that the inequality
µpfq ď νpfq is a direct consequence of the Jensen inequality, the reverse implication follows
from the Hahn-Banach theorem.
This paper focuses on giving numerical aspects of martingale optimal transport for finite
marginals. Henry-Labordère [33] used dual linear programming techniques to solve this problem,
chosing well the cost functions so that the dual constraints were much easier to check. Alfonsi,
Corbetta & Jourdain noticed the difficulty, when going to higher dimension to get a discrete
approximation of continuous marginals in convex order, that are still in convex order in higher
dimension. So they mainly solve this problem, and then do several optimal transport resolutions
with primal linear programming. Guo & Obłój [31] provide convergence results in the one
dimensional setting of the discrete problem converges to the continuous problem, and they
provide a Bregman projection scheme for solving the martingale optimal transport problem
in the one dimensional setting. We also mention Tan & Touzi [58] who used a dynamic
programming approach to solve a continuous-time version of martingale optimal transport.
The idea of using Bregman projection comes from classical optimal transport. Christian
Leonard [42] was the first to have the idea of introducing an entropic penalization in an optimal
transport problem. The entropic penalization makes this problem smooth and strictly convex
and gives a Gibbs structure to the optimal probability, which has an explicit formula as a
function of the dual optimizer. The unanimous adoption of entropic methods for solving optimal
transport problems came from Marco Cuturi [23] who noticed that finding the dual solution of
the entropic problem was equivalent to finding two diagonal matrices that made a full matrix
bistochastic, therefore allowing to use the celebrated Sinkhorn algorithm.
Historically in classical optimal transport, the practitioners used linear programming algo-
rithm to solve it, such as the Hungarian method [41], the auction algorithm [15], the network
simplex [2], we may also mention [30]. However, this method was so costly that only small
problems could be treated because of the polynomial cost of linear programming algorithms.
Later, Benhamou & Brenier [11] found another way of solving numerically the optimal trans-
port problem by making it a dynamic programming problem with a final penalization on the
mismatch of the final marginal of the dynamic process with the target marginal. For particular
cases, it was also possible to use the Monge-Ampere equation. In the case of the square distance
cost, Brenier [18] proved that the optimal coupling is concentrated on a deterministic map,
which was the gradient of a "potential" convex function u. When furthermore the marginals
have densities with respect to the Lebesgue measure, we may prove that u is a solution of the
Monge-Ampere equation detD2u “ g˝cxpX,¨q´1˝∇uf , where f is the density of µ and g is the
density of ν. This equation satisfies a maximum principle, allowing to solve it in practice, see
[14] and [13]. We also mention a smart strategy by Merigot [46], using semi-discrete transport.
Levy [43] introduced a Newton method to solve the semi-discrete problem very fast.
For the entropic resolution, Leonard [42] proved that the value of the entropic penalized
optimal transport converged to the one of the unpenalized problem, while the optimal transports
converged as well to a solution of the optimal transport. See [19] and [21] for more precise
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studies of this convergence in particular cases. It have been observed by [40] that the entropic
formulation was particularly useful for numerical resolution, as it allowed to use the celebrated
Sinkhorn algorithm [53]. The power of this technique has been rediscovered by [23], and widely
adopted by the community, see [55], [50], or [60]. This method has already been adapted to
different transport problems, such as Wasserstein barycenters [1] and multi-marginal transport
problems [12], gradient flows problems [48], unbalanced transport [20], and one dimensional
martingale optimal transport [31].
The remarkable work by Schmitzer [52] gives very practical considerations and tricks on
how to actually make the Bregman projection algorithm converge fast and stay stable in
practice. Cuturi & Peyre [24] used a quasi-Newton method to solve the smooth entropic optimal
transport. Their conclusion seems that the Sinkhorn algorithm is still more effective. However,
[16] use an inexact Newton method (i.e. including the use of the second derivative) and manage
to beat the performance of the Sinkhorn algorithm. We also mention [4] which introduces a
"Greenkhorn algorithm" that outperforms the Sinkhorn algorithm according to their experiment,
and similarly [59] introduces an overrelaxed version of the Sinkhorn algorithm that squares the
linear convergence coefficient, and accelerates the algorithm.
Our subsequent work differs from Guo & Obłój as we explain how to deal with higher
dimension, give a more effective algorithm for martingale optimal transport by inexact Newton
method. We also provide a speed of convergence for the Bregman projection algorithm, and
explains how to deal with the lack of convex ordering of the marginals. Finally the universal
bound that we give for the error linked to the entropy term is much sharper than the previous
state-of-the-art. This bound may be extended to classical optimal transport for which it does
not seem to be in the literature either.
In this paper we introduce several existing algorithms for solving martingale optimal transport
such as linear programming, non-smooth semi-dual optimization, and Bregman projections. We
introduce the smooth Newton algorithms, and the Newton semi-implied algorithm. Then we
give some theoretical results on the speed of convergence of these algorithms, together with
solutions to stabilize them and make them work in practice, like the preconditioning for the
Newton method, or how to deal with marginals that are not in convex order. We provide new
convergence rates for the entropic approximation of the martingale optimal transport, that are
much better than the existing ones. The known result is an error of the order ε
`
lnpNq ´ 1˘,
where N is the size of the discretized grid, while we prove that we can get a result of order
εd2 , where d is the dimension of the space of the problem (1 or 2 in this paper). These rates
rely on very strong hypotheses that may be hard to check in practice. However we see on the
numerical example that they are well verified in practice.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the problem to solve, Section 3 give the
different algorithms that we will compare. In Section 4, we provide practical solutions to some
usual problems, Section 5 provides theoretical convergence rates for the algorithms, Section 6
gathers the proofs of the theoretical results, and finally Section 7 contains numerical results.
3
Notation We fix an integer d ě 1.
In all this paper, Rd is endowed with the Euclidean structure, the Euclidean norm of x P Rd
will be denoted |x|. Let A Ă Rd we denote |A| the Lebesgue volume of A. The map ιA is
the map equal to 0 on A, and 8 otherwise. If V is a topological affine space and A Ă V is
a subset of V , intA is the interior of A, clA is the closure of A, affA is the smallest affine
subspace of V containing A, convA is the convex hull of A, and dimpAq :“ dimpaffAq. Let
puεqεą0, pvεqεą0 Ă V . We denote that uε “ opvεq if limεÑ0 |uε||vε| “ 0. We further denote uε ! vε.
A classical property of op¨q is that
uε “ vε ` opvεq if and only if uε “ vε ` opuεq. (1.1)
Let x0 P Rd, and r ą 0, we denote zoomx0r : x ÞÝÑ x0 ` rx, Brpx0q is the closed ball
centered in x0 with radius r, and we only write Br when the center is 0. Let f : Rd ÝÑ R,
we denote }f}8 :“ supxPRd fpxq its infinite norm, and }f}R8 :“ supxPBR fpxq its infinite norm
when restricted to the ball BR, for R ě 0. Let a, b P Rd, we denote ab b :“ abt “ paibjq1ďi,jďd,
the only matrix in MdpRq such that for all x P Rd, we have pab bqx “ pb ¨ xqa. Let 1 ď k ď
d` 1 and u1, ..., uk P Rd, we denote detaffpu1, ..., ukq :“
ˇˇˇ
det
´`
ej ¨ pui ´ ukq
˘
1ďi,jďk´1
¯ˇˇˇ
, where
pejq1ďjďk´1 is an orthonormal basis of V ect
`
u1 ´ uk, ..., uk´1 ´ uk
˘
.
Let M PMdpRq, a real matrix of size d, we denote detM the determinant of M . We also
denote CompMq the comatrix of M : for 1 ď i, j ď d, CompMqi,j “ p´1qi`j detM i,j , where
M i,j is the matrix of size d´ 1 obtained by removing the ith line and the jth row of M . Recall
the useful comatrix formula:
CompMqtM “MCompMqt “ pdetMqId. (1.2)
As a consequence, whenever M is invertible, M´1 “ 1detMCompMqt.
We denote Ω :“ Rd ˆ Rd and define the two canonical maps
X : px, yq P Ω ÞÝÑ x P Rd and Y : px, yq P Ω ÞÝÑ y P Rd.
For ϕ,ψ : Rd ÝÑ R¯, and h : Rd ÝÑ Rd, we denote
ϕ‘ ψ :“ ϕpXq ` ψpY q, and hb :“ hpXq ¨ pY ´Xq,
with the convention 8´8 “ 8.
For a Polish space X , we denote by PpX q the set of all probability measures on `X ,BpX q˘.
Let Y be another Polish space, and P P PpX ˆ Yq. The corresponding conditional kernel Px is
defined by:
Ppdx, dyq “ P ˝X´1pdxqPxpdyq.
We also use this notation for finite measures. For a measure m on X , we denote L1pX ,mq :“
tf P L0pX q : mr|f |s ă 8u. We also denote simply L1pmq :“ L1pR¯,mq.
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2 Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we consider two probability measures µ and ν on Rd with finite first
order moment, and µ ĺ ν in the convex order, i.e. νpfq ě µpfq for all integrable convex f .
We denote by Mpµ, νq the collection of all probability measures on Rd ˆ Rd with marginals
P ˝X´1 “ µ and P ˝ Y ´1 “ ν. Notice that Mpµ, νq ‰ H by Strassen [57].
For a derivative contract defined by a non-negative coupling function c : Rd ˆ Rd ÝÑ R`,
the martingale optimal transport problem is defined by:
Sµ,νpcq :“ sup
PPMpµ,νq
Prcs.
The corresponding robust superhedging problem is
Iµ,νpcq :“ infpϕ,ψ,hqPDµ,νpcqµpϕq ` νpψq,
where
Dµ,νpcq :“
 pϕ,ψ, hq P L1pµq ˆ L1pνq ˆ L1pµ,Rdq : ϕ‘ ψ ` hb ě c(.
The following inequality is immediate:
Sµ,νpcq ď Iµ,νpcq.
This inequality is the so-called weak duality. For upper semi-continuous coupling, we get from
Beiglböck, Henry-Labordère, and Penckner [6], and Zaev [63] that there is strong duality, i.e.
Sµ,νpcq “ Iµ,νpcq. For any Borel coupling function bounded from below, Beiglböck, Nutz &
Touzi [9] in dimension 1, and De March [26] in higher dimension proved that duality holds for
a quasi-sure formulation of dual problem and proved dual attainability thanks to the structure
of martingale transports evidenced in [27].
Along all this paper, we assume that µ and ν are discrete, i.e. we may find finite X and Y
so that µ “ řxPX µxδx, and ν “ řyPY νyδy, so that all the coordinates of µ and ν are positive.
Similarly, duality clearly holds thanks to the finiteness of the support, and the dual problem
becomes discretized as well: for pϕ,ψ, hq P Dµ,νpcq, we can denote ϕ, ψ, and h as vectors
pϕpxqqxPX , pϕpyqqyPY , and phipxqqxPX ,1ďiďd.
To solve the martingale transport problem in practice, it seems necessary to discretize
the problem. Guo & Oblój [31] prove that the martingale optimal transport problem with
continuous µ, ν, and c is a limit of this kind of discrete problem in dimension one under reasonable
assumptions. This paper does not focus on proving the convergence of the discretized problem
towards the continuous problem, we focus on how to solve the discretized problem.
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3 Algorithms
3.1 Primal and dual simplex algorithm
3.1.1 Primal
The natural strategy to solve this problem will be to use linear programming techniques such
as simplex algorithm. One major problem with this approach is that the set Mpµ, νq may be
empty, because in practice, the discretization of the marginals may break the convex ordering
between then, thus making the set Mpµ, νq empty by Strassen theorem. This problem was
relieved by Guo & Obłój [31], and by Alfonsi, Corbetta & Jourdain [3]. In [31], they deal with
the problem by replacing the convex ordering constraint by an approximate convex ordering
constraint which is more resilient to perturbating the marginals. In [3], they go beyond and
gives several algorithms to find measures ν 1 (resp. µ1) that are in convex order with µ (resp.
with ν) and satisfy some optimality criteria such as minimality of ν ´ ν 1 (resp. µ´ µ1) in terms
of p´Wasserstein distance. We also give in Subsubsection 4.3.2 a technique to avoid this issue.
3.1.2 Dual
One huge weakness of the Primal algorithm is that the size of the problem is |X ||Y|, which
is the size of X ˆ Y, the support of the probabilities we consider. When |X | and |Y| are
big, it becomes a problem for memory storage. We notice that the number of constraints is
pd` 1q|X | ` |Y|, which is much smaller, because the dual functions ϕ, and h are respectively in
RX and in pRdqX , and the dual function ψ lies in RY . This is why in practice it makes sense to
solve the Kuhn & Tucker dual problem instead of the primal one. We will see considerations on
the speed of convergence in Subsubsection 5.4.1.
3.2 Semi-dual non-smooth convex optimization approach
It is well known from classical transport that solving directly the linear programming problem
is too costly (see [47]) consequently, some alternative techniques have been developed like
the Benamou-Brenier [11] approach, which inspired Tan & Touzi [58] for the continuous time
optimal transport problem. The idea consists in solving a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman problem
with a penalization on the distance between the final marginal and ν. Then an extension of this
idea to our two-steps MOT problem gives the following resolution algorithm, suggested by Guo
and Obłój [31]. We denoteMpµq :“ tP P PpΩq : P ˝X´1 “ µ, and PrY |Xs “ X, µ´ a.s.u, and
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get
Sµ,νpcq :“ sup
PPMpµ,νq
Prcs
“ inf
ψPL1pνq
sup
PPMpµq
Prc´ ψs ` νrψs
“ inf
ψPL1pνq
µrpcpX, ¨q ´ ψqconcpXqs ` νrψs
“ inf
ψPL1pνq
V pψq
where V pψq :“ µrpcpX, ¨q ´ ψqconcpXqs ` νrψs is a convex function in the variable ψ.
Then the problem becomes a simple convex optimization problem. It seems appropritate
in these conditions to solve the problem with using a classical gradient descent algorithm.
It is proved in [58] that V has an explicit gradient. To give the explicit form of this gra-
dient, we first need to introduce a notion of contact set. Let f : Y ÞÝÑ R, as Y is finite,
fconcpxq “ inffďg affine gpxq “ suptři λifpyiq : y1, ..., yd`1 P Y, λ1, ..., λd`1 ě 0 : ři λiyi “ xu.
By finiteness of Y , this supremum is a maximum. We denote argconcf pxq :“ argmaxt
ř
i λifpyiq :
y1, ..., yd`1 P Y, λ1, ..., λd`1 ě 0 : ři λiyi “ xu. Then the subgradient of V at ψ is given by
BV pψq “
#ÿ
xPX
µx
ÿ
i
λipxqδyipxq ´ ν :
`
ypxq, λpxq˘ P argconccpx,¨q´ψpxq, for all x P X
+
Notice that this set is a singleton for a.e. ψ P L1pYq, as V is a convex function in finite dimensions.
Then with high probability, on each gradient step, the function V will be differentiable on this
point. In practice there is always uniqueness after the first step.
3.3 Entropic algorithms
3.3.1 The entropic problem in optimal transport
In practice, this problem is added some regularity by the addition of an entropic penalization
(see Leonard [42], Cuturi [23]). Let ε ą 0,
Sεµ,νpcq :“ sup
PPPpµ,νq
Prcs ´ εHpP|m0q,
where HpP|m0q :“
ş
Ω
´
ln
´
dP
dm0
¯
´ 1
¯
dP
dm0
m0pdωq. The measure m0 is the "reference measure",
we assume that it may be decomposed as m0 :“ mX bmY such that µ is dominated by mX P
MpRdq, and ν is dominated by mY PMpRdq. For this text we chose m0 :“ řpx,yqPXˆY δpx,yq.
By the finiteness of the supports of µ and ν, we know that P is absolutely continuous with
respect to m0. Denote p :“ dPdm0 , and abuse notation writting p P Ppµ, νq. Then HpP|m0q :“ř
px,yqPXˆY pln ppx, yq ´ 1q ppx, yq. This problem can be written with Lagrange multipliers,
sup
PPPpµ,νq
Prcs ´ εHpP|m0q “ infpϕ,ψqPL1pµqˆL1pνq supPPPpµ,νqPrc´ ϕ‘ ψs ´ εHpP|m0q ` µrϕs ` νrψs.
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which leads to an explicit Gibbs form for the optimal kernel p. Then as the supports are finite
we easily get the shape of the optimizer ppx, yq “ exp
´
´ϕpxq`ψpyq´cpx,yqε
¯
, and the associated
dual problem becomes
Iεµ,νpcq :“ infpϕ,ψqPL1pµqˆL1pνqµrϕs ` νrψs ` ε
ÿ
x,y
exp
ˆ
´ϕpxq ` ψpyq ´ cpx, yq
ε
˙
.
One important property that we need is the Γ´convergence. We say that Fε Γ´converges
to F when ε ÝÑ 0 if for all sequence εn ÝÑ 0, we have
(i) For all sequences xn ÝÑ x, we have F pxq ě lim supn Fεnpxnq.
(ii) There exists a sequence xn ÝÑ x such that F pxq ď lim infn Fεnpxnq.
The Γ´convergence implies that minFn ÝÑ F , when n ÝÑ 8, and that if xn is a minimizer
of Fn for all n ě 1, and if xn ÝÑ x, then x is a minimizer of F . Leonard [42] proved this
Γ´convergence of the penalized problem to the optimal transport problem.
3.3.2 The Bregman iterations algorithm
Coupled with the Sinkhorn algorithm [53] introduced by Marco Cuturi for optimal transport
[23], this method allows an exponentially fast approximated resolution. Notice that the operator
Vεpϕ,ψq :“ µrϕs`νrψs`εřx,y exp´´ϕpxq`ψpyq´cpx,yqε ¯ is smooth convex. The Euler-Lagrange
equations BϕVε “ 0 (resp. BψVε “ 0) are exactly equivalent to the marginal relations P˝X´1 “ µ
(resp. P ˝ Y ´1 “ ν). It was noticed in [23] that these partial optimizations can be obtained in
closed form:
ϕpxq “ ε ln
˜
1
µx
ÿ
y
exp
ˆ
´ψpyq ´ cpx, yq
ε
˙¸
,
and
ψpyq “ ε ln
˜
1
νy
ÿ
x
exp
ˆ
´ϕpxq ´ cpx, yq
ε
˙¸
.
By iterating these partial optimization, we obtain the so-called Sinkhorn algorithm (see [53])
that is equivalent to a block optimization of the smooth function Vε which dual is called
Bregman projection [17], and converges exponentially fast, see Knight [39].
3.3.3 The entropic approach for the one period martingale optimal trans-
port problem
As observed by Guo & Obłój [31] in dimension 1, the Sinkhorn algorithm can be extended to
the martingale optimal transport problem. With exactly the same computations, we get
Sεµ,νpcq :“ sup
PPMpµ,νq
Prcs ´ εHpP|m0q
“ Iεµ,νpcq :“ infpϕ,ψ,hqPL1pµqˆL1pνqˆL0pRdqµrϕs ` νrψs
`ε
ÿ
x,y
exp
ˆ
´ϕpxq ` ψpyq ` h
bpx, yq ´ cpx, yq
ε
˙
.
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First notice that the Γ´convergence still holds in this easy finite case.
Proposition 3.1. Let Fε : P PMpµ, νq ÞÝÑ Prcs´ εHpP|m0q. For ε ą 0, Fε is strictly concave
upper semi-continuous. Furthermore, Fε Γ´converges to F0 when ε ÞÝÑ 0.
Proof. This Γ´convergence is easy by finiteness as the entropy is bounded by lnp|X ||Y|q ´ 1
when P is a probability measure. l
We denote ∆ :“ ϕ‘ ψ ` hb ´ c, the convex function to minimize becomes
Vεpϕ,ψ, hq :“ µrϕs ` νrψs ` ε
ÿ
x,y
exp
ˆ
´∆px, yq
ε
˙
.
Then the Sinkhorn algorithm is complemented by another step so as to account for the martingale
relation:
ϕpxq “ ε ln
˜
1
µx
ÿ
y
exp
ˆ
´ψpyq ` hpxq ¨ py ´ xq ´ cpx, yq
ε
˙¸
, (3.3)
ψpyq “ ε ln
˜
1
νy
ÿ
x
exp
ˆ
´ϕpxq ` hpxq ¨ py ´ xq ´ cpx, yq
ε
˙¸
,
0 “ 1
µx
ÿ
y
exp
ˆ
´∆px, yq
ε
˙
py ´ xq
“ ´1
µx
B
Bhpxqε
ÿ
y
exp
ˆ
´∆px, yq
ε
˙
.
Notice that the martingale step is not closed form and is only implied. However, it may be
computed almost as fast as ϕ, and ψ, thanks to the Newton algorithm applied to each smooth
strongly convex function Fx of d variables given, for each x P X with its derivatives by
Fxphq :“ ε
ÿ
y
exp
ˆ
´∆px, yq
ε
˙
, (3.4)
∇Fxphq “ ´
ÿ
y
exp
ˆ
´∆px, yq
ε
˙
py ´ xq,
D2Fxphq “ 1
ε
ÿ
y
exp
ˆ
´∆px, yq
ε
˙
py ´ xq b py ´ xq.
Notice that the optimization of Fx1 and Fx2 are independent for x1 ‰ x2.
3.3.4 Truncated Newton method
For these problems, it may make sense to use a Newton method, as the problems are smooth,
and the Newton method converges very fast. For very highly dimensional problems (here
pd` 1q|X | ` |Y|), the inversion of the hessian is too much costly. Then it is in general preferred
to use quasi-Newton. Instead of computing the Newton step D2V ´1ε ∇Vε, we use a conjugate
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gradient algorithm to find by iterations a vector p P DX ,Y such that |D2Vεp ´∇Vε| is small
enough, generally in practice this quantity is chosen to be smaller than min
´
1
2 ,
a|∇Vε|¯.
The conjugate gradient algorithm approximates the solution of the equation Ax “ b by
solving it "direction by direction" along the most important direction, until a stopping criterion
is reached. The exact algorithm may be found in [62].
3.3.5 Implied truncated Newton method
Some instabilities may appear from Newton steps as any term of the form exppX{εq can easily
explode when ε is very small and X ą 0. The dimension may also make the conjugate gradient
from the quasi-Newton algorithm slow. A good way to avoid this problem and exploit the
near-closed formula for the optimal ϕ and h when ψ is fixed, or optimal ψ when ϕ and h are
fixed.
Instead of applying the truncated method to Vεpϕ,ψ, hq, we apply the truncated Newton
method to rVεpψq :“ minϕ,h Vεpϕ,ψ, hq. It is elementary that with these definitions we have
inf
ϕ,ψ,h
Vεpϕ,ψ, hq “ inf
ψ
rVεpψq.
Doing this variable implicitation is easy by the fact that we have a closed formula for ϕ and a
quasi-closed formula for h. It brings the great advantage of having the first marginal and the
martingale relationship verified, this fact will be exploited in Subsubsection 4.3.2.
Now we give a general framework that allows to use variables implicitation. The following
framework should be used with F “ Vε, x “ ψ, and y “ pϕ, hq. Proposition 3.2 below provides
the appropriate convexity result together with the closed formulas for the two first derivatives ofrVε that are necessary to apply the truncated Newton algorithm. Let A and B finite dimensional
spaces and F : Aˆ B ÝÑ R, we say that F is α´convex if
λF pω1q ` p1´ λqF pω2q ´ F
`
λω1 ` p1´ λqω2
˘ ě αλp1´ λq2 |ω1 ´ ω2|2,
for all ω1, ω2 P Aˆ B, and 0 ď λ ď 1. The case α “ 0 corresponds to the standard notion of
convexity.
Proposition 3.2. Let F : A ˆ B ÝÑ R be a α´convex function. Then the map F˜ : x ÞÝÑ
infyPB F px, yq is α´convex. Furthermore, if α ą 0 and F is C2, then ypxq :“ argminy F px, yq
is unique and we have
∇ypxq “ ´B2yF´1B2yxF
`
x, ypxq˘,
∇F˜ pxq “ BxF
`
x, ypxq˘,
D2F˜ pxq “ `B2xF ´ B2xyFB2yF´1B2yxF ˘ `x, ypxq˘.
The proof of Proposition 3.2 is reported in Subsection 6.1.
Remark 3.3. The matrix B2xyFB2yF´1B2yxF is symmetric positive definite, therefore the cur-
vature of the function F˜ is reduced by the implicitation process, making heuristically the
minimization easier. This fact is also observed in practice.
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This method shall be used for the optimization of Vε, but also for the optimization of Fx that
gives the martingale step, see (3.4). Indeed the value of ϕpxq does not change the martingale
optimality of Fx. We provide these important formulas.
The map rVε and its derivatives: Let ψ P RY , we denote ppϕεψ,phεψq :“ argminϕ,h Vεpϕ,ψ, hq,
that are unique and may be found in quasi-closed form from (3.3). Now we give the formula
for rVε and its derivatives. We directly get from Proposition 3.2 that
rVεpψq “ Vε ´pϕεψ, ψ,phεψ¯ ,
∇rVεpψq “ BψVε ´pϕεψ, ψ,phεψ¯ ,
D2 rVε “ ˜B2ψVε ´ B2ψ,ϕVεpB2ϕVεq´1B2ϕ,ψVε ´ dÿ
i“1
B2ψ,hiVεpB2hiVεq´1B2hi,ψVε
¸´pϕεψ, ψ,phεψ¯ .
The last additive decomposition of Bpϕ,hq2V ´1ε stems from the fact that Bpϕ,hq2Vε
´pϕεψ, ψ,phεψ¯ is
diagonal. Indeed, Vε is a sum of functions of pϕpxq, hpxqq for x P X , and the crossed derivative
Bϕpxq,hpxqVε “
ř
ypy ´ xq exp
´
´∆px,yqε
¯
cancels at
´pϕεψpxq,phεψpxq¯ by the martingale property
induced by the optimality in hpxq. The same holds for Bhipxq,hjpxqVε for i ‰ j. We denote
∆εψ :“ pϕεψ ‘ ψ ` ´phεψ¯b ´ c, and we have
rVεpψq “ µ “pϕεψ‰` νrψs ` εÿ
x,y
exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, yq
ε
˙
,
∇rVεpψq “ ˜νy ´ÿ
x
exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, yq
ε
˙¸
yPY
,
D2 rVε “ ε´1diag˜ÿ
x
exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, yq
ε
˙¸
´ε´1
ÿ
x
˜ÿ
y
exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, yq
ε
˙¸´1
ˆ
˜
exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, y1q
ε
˙
exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, y2q
ε
˙¸
y1,y2PY
´ε´1
ÿ
x
dÿ
i“1
˜ÿ
y
pyi ´ xiq2 exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, yq
ε
˙¸´1
ˆ
˜
py1 ´ xqi exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, y1q
ε
˙
py2 ´ xqi exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, y2q
ε
˙¸
y1,y2PY
.
Notice that for the conjugate gradient algorithm, we only need to be able to compute the
product
´
D2 rVε¯ p for p P RY . Then if the RAM is not sufficient to store the whole ma-
trix D2 rVε, it may be convenient to only store Dψ :“ diag ´řx exp´´∆εψpx,yqε ¯¯, D´1ϕ :“
diag
´ř
y exp
´
´∆εψpx,yqε
¯¯´1
, and D´1hi :“ diag
´ř
ypyi ´ xiq2 exp
´
´∆εψpx,yqε
¯¯´1
for all 1 ď
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i ď d. Then we compute
´
D2 rVε¯ p in the following way:
pψ :“ pDψq p
pϕ :“
˜ÿ
y
exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, yq
ε
˙
py
¸
xPX
,
phi :“
˜ÿ
y
pyi ´ xiq exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, yq
ε
˙
py
¸
xPX
,
p1ϕ :“
´
D´1φ
¯
pϕ,
p1hi :“
´
D´1hi
¯
phi ,
p2ϕ :“
˜ÿ
x
exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, yq
ε
˙
pp2ϕqx
¸
yPY
,
p2hi :“
˜ÿ
x
pyi ´ xiq exp
ˆ
´∆
ε
ψpx, yq
ε
˙
pp2hiqx
¸
yPY
,
´
D2 rVε¯ p “ ε´1 ˜pψ ´ p2ϕ ´ dÿ
i“1
p2hi
¸
.
The map rFx and its derivatives: In this paragraph we fix ψ P RY and ε ą 0. Recall
the map Fx from (3.4). This map may be seen as a function of
`
ϕpxq, hpxq˘. Then we set
rFxphq :“ min
ϕpxqPR
µxϕpxq ` ε
ÿ
y
exp
ˆ
´ϕpxq ` ψ ` h ¨ py ´ xq ´ cpx, yq
ε
˙
.
The optimizer is given by (3.3), hence by the closed formula
pϕhpxq :“ argmin
ϕpxqPR
µxϕpxq ` Fx
`
ϕpxq, h˘ “ ε ln˜ 1
µx
ÿ
y
exp
ˆ
´ψpyq ` h ¨ py ´ xq ´ cpx, yq
ε
˙¸
.
A direct application of Proposition 3.2 gives
rFxphq “ min
ϕpxqPR
µx pϕhpxq ` εÿ
y
exp
˜
´
p∆hpx, yq
ε
¸
,
∇ rFxphq “ ´ÿ
y
py ´ xq exp
˜
´
p∆hpx, yq
ε
¸
,
D2 rFxphq “ ε´1
¨˝ÿ
y
py ´ xq2b exp
˜
´
p∆hpx, yq
ε
¸
´ µ´1x
˜ÿ
y
py ´ xq exp
˜
´
p∆hpx, yq
ε
¸¸2b‚˛,
where we denote p∆hpx, yq :“ pϕhpxq ` ψpyq ` h ¨ py ´ xq ´ cpx, yq, and u2b :“ ub u for u P Rd.
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4 Solutions to practical problems
4.1 Preventing numerical explosion of the exponentials
As we want to make ε go to 0, all the terms like exp
` ¨
ε
˘
tend to explode numerically. Here are
the different risks that we have to deal with, and how we deal with them.
First the Newton algorithm is very local, and nothing guarantees that after one iteration,
the value function will not explode. From our practical experience, the algorithm tends to
explode for ε ă 10´3. Notice that the numerical experiment given by [16] does not go beyond
10´3, we may imagine that this is because they do not use the variable implicitation technique.
Furthermore, we notice from our numerical experimenting that this variable implicitation,
additionaly to the stabilizing the numerical scheme, makes the convergence of the Newton
algorithm much faster. Moreover, impliciting in ϕ and h is much more effective than impliciting
in ψ, even though we have to do the implicitation in h which is much more costly than the
implicitation in ψ.
For the computation of the implicitations (3.3), the computation of the formula ϕpxq “
ε ln
´
1
µx
ř
y exp
´
´ψpyq`hpxq¨py´xq´cpx,yqε
¯¯
should be done as follows to prevent numerical ex-
plosion. First we compute Mx :“ maxyPY
!
´ψpyq`hpxq¨py´xq´cpx,yqε
)
, and then the computation
that we do effectively is
ϕpxq “ Mx ` ε ln
˜ÿ
y
exp
ˆ
´ψpyq ` hpxq ¨ py ´ xq ´ cpx, yq
ε
´Mx
˙¸
´ ε lnµx (4.5)
In (4.5), the exponential arguments are always smaller than 1, and one of them is equal to 1,
then any explosion makes the exponential be totally negligible when compared to expp0q “ 1,
this computation rule makes it very stable. Notice also the separation of lnµx that allows to
treat the case when the value of µx is extremely low (like for exemple when you discretise a
Gaussian measure on a grid) even if in this case, it may be smarter to just remove the value
from the grid.
Notice that the variable implicitation should also be used during each partial optimisation
in hpxq for x P X , as this Newton algorithm is highly susceptible to explode as well. The
implicitation simply consists in minimizing in ϕpxq the maps Fx from (3.4), and has a closed
form.
Another thing to take care of about h is the initial value taken for the next partial
optimization of Vε in h. On a first hand, chosing the last value for h helps diminishing the
number of steps for the optimization. Also, when ε is very small, even with the implicitation,
the Newton optimization may get hard if the initial value is too far from the optimum.
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4.2 Customization of the Newton method
4.2.1 Preconditioning
The conjugate gradient algorithm used to compute the search direction for the Newton algorithm
has a convergence rate given by |xk ´ x˚|A ď 2
ˆ?
κpAq´1?
κpAq`1
˙k
|x0 ´ x˚|A, where xk is the k´th
iterate, x˚ is the solution of the problem, |x|A :“ xtAx is the Euclidean norm associated to
the scalar product A, and κpAq :“ }A}}A´1} is the conditioning of A. This conditioning is the
fundamental parameter for this convergence speed. When ε is getting small, the conditioning
raises. We also observe on the numerics that is happens when the marginals have a thin tail
(e.g. Gaussian distributions). The simplest way of dealing with this conditioning problem
consists in applying a "preconditioning" algorithm. We find a matrix P that is easy to invert (for
example a diagonal matrix) and we use the fact that solving Ax “ b is equivalent with solving
P tAPx1 “ P tb, where x1 :“ P´1x. We use the most classical and simple preconditioning which
consists in taking P :“adiagpAq´1. See [62] for the precise algorithm.
4.2.2 Line search
An important advantage of the Bregman projection algorithm over the primitive Newton
algorithm is that Vε is a Lyapunov function as the steps only consist of block minimizations of
this function, whereas the Newton step may get very wrong and lose the optimal region if we
are not close enough to the minimum. However in practice, some ingredients need to be added
to the Newton step. Indeed, once the direction of search is decided by the conjugate gradient
algorithm, in practice it is necessary to make a line search algorithm, i.e. to find a point on
the line on which the value function Vε is strictly smaller, and so does the directional gradient
absolute value |∇Vε ¨ p|, where p is the descent direction. This "descent" condition is called
the Wolfe condition. A very good line search algorithm that is commonly used in practice is
detailed in [62].
Remark 4.1. Notice that if a value is rejected by the line search, it is important to throw away
the value of h given by this wrong point, and to come back to the last value of h corresponding
to a point that was not rejected by the line search.
4.3 Penalization
4.3.1 The penalized problem
The dual solution may not be unique, which may lead to numerical unstabilities. As an example
we may add any constant to ϕ while subtracting it to ψ without changing the value of V . A
straightforward solution is to add a penalization to the minimization problem. I.e. we have the
new problem
min
ψPRY
rVεpψq ` αfpψq (4.6)
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where f is a strictly convex superlinear function, so that there is a unique minimum by the fact
that the gradient of rVε is a difference of probabilities, which proves that this convex function
is Lipschitz, whence the strict convexity and super-linearity of rVεpψq ` αfpψq. In practice we
take fpψq :“ 12
ř
yPY ayψpyq2, for some a P RY , so that ∇fpψq “
ř
yPY ayψpyqey, where peyqyPY
is the canonical basis, and Dfpψq “ diagpaq have these easy closed expressions. In practice we
take a “ p1q, a “ ν, a “ ν2, or a “ ν{ψ0, where ϕ0 is a fixed estimate of ψ from the last step
of ε´scaling (see Subsection 4.4).
4.3.2 Marginals not in convex order
Problem 4.6 allows to solve the problem of mismatch in the convex ordering thanks to the
following theorem that allows for probability measures µ, ν not in convex order to find another
probability measure rν in convex order with µ that satisfies some optimality criterion, for
example in terms of distance from ν.
Theorem 4.2. Let pµ, νq P PpX q ˆ PpYq not in convex order. Let να :“ Pα ˝ Y ´1, where Pα
is the optimal probability for Problem (4.6), where f is a super-linear, differentiable, strictly
convex, and p´homogeneous function RY ÝÑ R for some p ą 1. Then να ÝÑ νl when α ÝÑ 0,
for some νl ľc µ satisfying
f˚pνl ´ νq “ min
ν˜ľcµ
f˚pν˜ ´ νq.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is reported in Subsection 6.2. Notice that for fpψq :“ 12
ř
yPY ayψpyq2,
we have f˚pγq “ 12
ř
yPY a´1y γpyq2, whence the idea of taking a “ ν2.
4.3.3 Conjugate gradient improvement and stabilization
Adding a penalization also allows to accelerate the conjugate gradient algorithm, indeed it
reduces the conditioning of the Hessian matrix by killing the small eigenvalues, and therefore
accelerates the conjugate gradient algorithm’s convergence. It also stabilizes this algorithm,
indeed when ε is small we observe that without penalization, the numerical error may cause
instabilities by returning a non positive definite Hessian. Adding the positive definite Hessian
of the penalization function bypasses this instability.
4.4 Epsilon scaling
For all entropic algorithms, we observe that when ε is small, the algorithm may be very slow
to find the region of optimality. For the Bregman projection, the formula for the speed of
convergence in Subsection 5.4.3 suggests to have a strategy of ε´scaling: i.e. we solve the
problem for ε “ 1, so that the function to optimize is very smooth. Then solve the problem
for ε1 ă ε, with the previous optimum as an initial point. We continue this algorithm until we
reach the desired value for ε. In practice we divide ε by 2 at each step.
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4.5 Grid size adaptation
It may be a huge loss of time to run the algorithm on full resolution since the beginning of
ε´scaling. To prevent this waste of time, Schmitzer [52] suggests to raise the size of the grid at
the same time than shrinking ε. In practice we give to each new point of the grid for ϕ, ψ, and
h the value of the closest point in the previous grid. We use heuristic criteria to decide when to
doble the size of the grid, avoiding for example to doble is when ε is too small as is seriously
challenges the stability of the resolution scheme.
4.6 Kernel truncation
While ε shrinks to 0, we observe that the optimal transport tends to concentrate on graphs, as
suggested in [25]. Because of the exponential, the value of the optimal probability far enough
to these graphs tends to become completely negligible. For this reason, Schmitzer [52] suggests
to truncate the grid in order to do much less calculation. In dimensions higher than 1, the
gain in term of number of operation may quickly reach a factor 100 for small ε. In practice we
removed the points in the grid when their probability were smaller than 10´7µx (resp. 10´7νy)
for all x P X (resp. for all y P Y).
4.7 Computing the concave hull of functions
We were not able to find algorithms that compute the concave hull of a function in the literature,
so we provide here the one we used. Let f : Y ÝÑ R.
In dimension 1 the algorithm is linear in |Y|, we use the McCallum & Avis [45] algorithm
to find the points of the convex hull of the upper graph of f in a linear time and then we go
through these points until we find the two consecutive points y1, y2 P Y around the convex hull
such that y1 ă x ď y2. Then fconcpxq “ y2´xy2´y1 fpy1q ` x´y1y2´y1 fpy2q.
In higher dimension we use Algorithm 1 in order to compute the convex hull of a function.
We do not know if a better algorithm exists, but this one should be the fastest when the active
points of the convex hull are already close to the maximum, this will be useful to compute
pcpx, ¨q ´ ψqconcpxq from Theorem 5.5 below, so as the field "gradient" of the result that allows
to find the right h. We believe that the complexity of this algorithm is quadradic in the (not so
improbable) worst case of a concave function, O
`
n lnpnq˘ on average for a "random" function,
and linear when the guess of the gradient is good. These assesments are formal and based on
the observation of numerics, we do not prove anything about Algorithm 1, not even the fact
that it cannot go on infinite loops. We provide it for the reader who would like to reproduce
the numerical experiments without having to search for an algorithm by himself.
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Algorithm 1 Concave hull of f .
1: procedure ConcaveHull(f, x, grid, gradientGuess)
2: if gradientGuess is None then
3: gradÐ vector of zeros with the same size than x
4: gridF Ð fpgridq
5: else
6: gradÐ gradientGuess
7: gridF Ð fpgridq ´ grad ¨ grid
8: y Ð argmaxgridF
9: supportÐ rys
10: gridF Ð gridF ´ gridF ry0s
11: while True do
12: if x P aff support then
13: bary Ð barycentric coefficients of x in the basis support
14: if bary are all > 0 then
15: valueÐ sum`bary ˆ fpsupportq˘
16: return t"value" : value; "support" : support;
"barycentric coefficients" : bary; "gradient" : gradu
17: else
18: iÐ argmin bary
19: remove entry i in support
20: remove entry i in bary
21: else
22: projxÐ orthogonal projection of x on aff support
23: p “ x´ projx
24: scalar Ð p ¨ pgrid´ xq
25: if scalar are all ď 0 then
26: Fail with error "x not in the convex hull of grid."
27: y Ð argmaxtgridF {scalar such that scalar ą 0u
28: add y to support
29: aÐ ´gridF rys{scalarrys
30: gridF Ð gridF ` aˆ scalar
31: gradÐ grad´ aˆ p
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5 Convergence rates
5.1 Discretization error
Proposition 5.1. Let µ ĺ ν in convex order in PpRdq having a dual optimizer pϕ,ψ, hq P
Dµ,νpcq such that ϕ is Lϕ´Lipschitz, and ψ is Lψ´Lipschitz. Then for all µ1 ĺ ν 1 in convex
order in PpRdq having a dual optimizer pϕ1, ψ1, h1q P Dµ,νpcq such that ϕ1 is Lϕ1´Lipschitz, and
ψ1 is Lψ1´Lipschitz, we haveˇˇ
Sµ,νpcq ´ Sµ1,ν1pcq
ˇˇ ď max `Lϕ, Lϕ1˘W1pµ1, µq `max `Lψ, Lψ1˘W1pν 1, νq
The proof of Proposition 5.1 is reported in Subsection 6.3.
Remark 5.2. Guo & Obłój [31] provide a very similar result in Proposition 2.2. It is however
very different as they need to introduce an approximately martingale optimal transport problem,
and our result makes hypotheses on the Lipschitz property of the dual optimizers, which are
unknown, and even their existence in unknown. In dimension 1, thanks to the work by Beiglböck,
Lim & Obłój [8], we may prove the existence of these Lipschitz dual, thanks to some regularity
assumptions on c. In higher dimension, there are ongoing investigations about the existence
of similar results. However, by Example 4.1 in [26], it will be necessary to make assumptions
on µ, ν as well, as the smoothness of c cannot guarantee the existence of a dual optimizer.
Proposition 5.1 is entitled to be a proposition of practical use, we may formally assume that
the partial dual functions that we get converge to the continuous dual and assume that their
Lipschitz constant converges to the Lipschitz constant of the limit.
We refer to Subsection 2.2 in [31] for a study of the discrete W1´approximation of the
continuous marginals. In dimensions higher than 3, it is necessary to use a Monte-Carlo
type approximation of µ and ν to avoid the curse of dimensionality linked to a grid type
approximation. However, Proposition 5.1 is not well-adapted to estimate the error, as we know
from [28] that the Wasserstein distance between a measure and its Monte-Carlo estimate is of
order n´1d . Next proposition deals with this issue. For two sequences puN qNě0 and pvN qNě0,
we denote uN « vN when N ÝÑ 8 if uN{vN converges to 1 in probability, when N ÝÑ 8.
Proposition 5.3. Let µ ĺ ν in convex order in PpRdq having a dual optimizer pϕ,ψ, hq P
Dµ,νpcq, and µN and νM , independent Monte-Carlo estimates of µ and ν with N and M
samples. If furthermore µ1N ĺ ν 1M is in convex order in PpRdq having a dual optimizer
pϕN , ψM , h1q P Dµ1N ,ν1M pcq such that when N,M ÝÑ 8, we have
(i) pµN ´ µqrϕs « pµN ´ µqrϕN s, (ii) pνM ´ νqrψs « pνM ´ νqrψM s,
(iii) pµN ´ µ1N qrϕs « pµN ´ µ1N qrϕN s, (iv) pνM ´ ν 1M qrψs « pνM ´ ν 1M qrψM s.
Then we haveˇˇ
Sµ,νpcq ´ Sµ1,ν1pcq
ˇˇ ď αcVarµrϕs
N
` Varνrψs
M
` ˇˇpµN ´ µ1N qrϕN sˇˇ` ˇˇpνM ´ ν 1M qrψM sˇˇ,
with probability converging to 1´ 2 ş8α exp `´x2{2˘ dx, when N,M ÝÑ 8.
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The proof of Proposition 5.3 is reported in Subsection 6.3.
Remark 5.4. In Proposition 5.3, we introduce µ1N , ν1M because the Monte-Carlo approximation
will not conserve the convex order for µN , νN in general. Then we obtain µ1N , ν1M from "convex
ordering processes" such as the one suggested in Subsection 4.3.2, or the one suggested in
[3]. In both cases, the quantity
ˇˇpµN ´ µ1N qrϕN sˇˇ` ˇˇpνM ´ ν 1M qrψM sˇˇ may be computed exactly
numerically.
5.2 Entropy error
In this subsection, mε is a generic finite measure and no assumptions are made on µε and νε.
Theorem 5.5. Let µε ĺ νε in convex order in PpRdq with dual optimizer pϕε, ψε, hεq P Dµε,νεpcq
to the ε´entropic dual problem with reference measure mε, such that we may find γ, η, β ą 0, sets
pDXε , DYε qεą0 Ă BpRdq, and parameters pαε, Aεqεą0 Ă p0,8q, such that if we denote rε :“ ε 12´η,
mXε :“ mε ˝X´1, and ∆ε :“ ϕ‘ ψ ` hb ´ c, for ε ą 0 small enough we have:
(i) dµε
dmXε
pxq ď ε´γ, µε´a.e., mεrΩs ď ε´γ, and Aε ! ε´q for all q ą 0.
(ii) For mε´a.e. px, yq P RdˆRd, we have pmεqx rBαεpyqs ě εγ, and for pmεqx´a.e. y1 P Bαεpyq,
we have |∆εpx, yq ´∆εpx, y1q| ď γε lnpε´1q.
(iii) µε
“pDXε qc‰ ! 1{ lnpε´1q and for all x P DXε we may find kεx P N, Sεx P pBAεqkεx, and
λεx P r0, 1skεx with detaffpSεxq ě A´1ε , minλεx ě A´1ε , and
řkεx
i“1 λεx,iSεx,i “ x, convex combination.
(iv) On BrεpSεxq, ∆εpx, ¨q is C2, A´1ε Id ď B2y∆εpx, ¨q ď AεId, and for all y, y1 P BrεpSεxq, we
have |B2y∆εpx, yq ´ B2y∆εpx, y1q| ď εη.
(v) For x P DXε and y R BrεpSεxq, we have that ∆εpx, yq ě
?
ε distpy, Sεxq.
(vi) νε
“pDYε qc‰ ! 1Aε lnpε´1q and for all y0 P DYε , R,L ě 1, and f : Rd ÝÑ R` such that f}f}R8 is
L´Lipschitz, we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
BR
fpyq
«
dpmεqx ˝ zoomy0?ε
pmεqxrBR?εpy0qs ´
dy
|BR|
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď rR` Lsγεβ
ż
BR
fpyq dy|BR| .
Then if we denote Pε :“ e´∆εε mε, we have
lim
εÑ0
µεrϕ¯εs ` νεrψεs ´ Pεrcs
ε
“ d2 , where ϕ¯ε :“
`
cpX, ¨q ´ ψε
˘
conc
pXq.
The proof of Theorem 5.5 is reported to Subsection 6.4.
Corollary 5.6. Under the assumptions of 5.5, we have that Pεrcs ě Sµ,νpcq ´ d2ε` opεq, when
ε ÝÑ 0.
Proof. We fix hpxq P Bpcpx, ¨q ´ ψεqconcpxq for all x P X , then`pcpX, ¨q ´ ψεqconcpXq, ψε, h˘ P Dµε,νεpcq,
and therefore µε
“pcpX, ¨q ´ ψεqconcpXq‰` νεrψεs ě Iµε,νεpcq ě Sµε,νεpcq ě Pεrcs. Theorem 5.5
concludes the proof. l
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Figure 1 gives numerical examples of the convergence of the duality gap when ε converges
to 0. In these graphs, the blue curve gives the ratio of the dominator of the duality gap
µε
”`
cpX, ¨q ´ψε
˘
conc
pXq
ı
` νεrψεs ´ Pεrcs with respect to ε. It is meant to be compared to the
green flat curve which is its theoretical limit d2 according to Theorem 5.5. Finally the orange
curve provides the ratio of the weaker dominator µε
”
sup
`
cpX, ¨q ´ ψε
˘ı ` νεrψεs ´ Pεrcs of
the duality gap with respect to ε. The interest of this last weaker dominator is that it avoids
computing the concave envelop which may be a complicated issue, while having a reasonable
comparable performance in practice than the concave hull dominator as showed by the graphs
and by Remark 5.13 below.
Figure 1a provides these curves for the one-dimensional cost function c :“ XY 2, µ uniform
on r´1, 1s, and ν “ |Y |1.5µ. The grid size adaptation method is used and the size of the grid
goes from 10 when ε “ 1 to 10000 when ε “ 10´5. Figure 1b provides these curves for the
two-dimensional cost function c : px, yq P R2 ˆ R2 ÞÝÑ x1py21 ` 2y22q ` x2p2y21 ` y22q, µ uniform
on r´1, 1s2, and ν “ p|Y1|1.5 ` |Y2|1.5qµ. The grid size adaptation method is used again and the
size of the grid goes from 10ˆ 10 when ε “ 1 to 160ˆ 160 when ε “ 10´4.
Remark 5.7. The hypotheses of regularity are impossible to check at the current state of the
art. One element that could argue in this direction is the fact that the limit of ∆ε when ε ÝÑ 0,
that we shall denote ∆0, should satisfy the Monge-Ampère equation det
`B2y∆0˘ “ f , similar
to classical transport [61] that may provide some regularity, but less than the one needed to
satisfy (ii) of Theorem 5.5, see Chapter 5 of [32]. It also justifies, in the case where f ą 0, that
B2y∆ε P GLdpRq.
Remark 5.8. Assumption (vi) on the local convergence of the reference measures is justified
is we take a regular grid for Y that becomes fine fast enough. If the grid does not become fine
fast enough, then the local decrease of ∆ε ´∆εpxq ´∇∆εpxq ¨ pY ´ xq is exponential because
of the shape of the kernel. We observe on the experiments that in this case the duality gap
becomes indeed smaller, however as a downside, the convergence of the scheme becomes much
less effective because the marginal error stays high (see Proposition 5.1). See Figure 1b.
Remark 5.9. Assumption (ii) from the theorem seems to hold in one dimension, but it seems
to be wrong in two dimensions, as shown in the example of Figure 4. However, we may still
find a formula similar to (5.7) below. Therefore, we may reasonably assume that the error is
still of order ε, as confirmed in a the numerical examples by Figure 1b.
Remark 5.10. In the case when X is obtained from Monte-Carlo methods, (vi) is verified with
a constant that depends on the point, and is probabilistic. the exponent α may be taken taken
equal to 1d , see [28].
Remark 5.11. Despite the difficulty to check the assumptions, this result is inspired and
satisfied by observation on the numerics, we have tried with several cost functions, differentiable
or not, and the result seems to be always satisfied, probably with the help of its universality. See
figure 1.
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(a) Dimension 1. (b) Dimension 2.
Figure 1: Duality gap for the supremum, and the concave hull dual approximation vs ε.
Remark 5.12. An easier version of Theorem 5.5 could be obtained by the same strategy
for classical optimal transport under the twist condition cxpx, ¨q injective, replacing
`
cpX, ¨q ´
ψε
˘
conc
pXq by sup `cpX, ¨q ´ ψε˘.
Remark 5.13. By similar reasoning, we may prove that even for martingale optimal transport,
replacing
`
cpX, ¨q ´ ψε
˘
conc
pXq by sup `cpX, ¨q ´ ψε˘ would still give a good result (see 1). We
may formally estimate the new limit of duality gapε : for all y
ε
i pxq that are not the optimizer (say
yε0pxq), the weight added to d2 is λεi pxq
`
∆εpx, yεi pxqq ´∆εpx, yε0pxqq
˘
. By using the tools of the
proof of Theorem 5.5, we get the formal formula, if we denote λi for the limit of λεi pXq, and yi
for the limit of yεi pxq, we have
µε
“
suptcpX, ¨q ´ ψεupXq
‰` νεrψεs ´ Pεrcs « αε, (5.7)
with α “ d2 `
ş
Rd
ř
ią0 λi ln
ˆ
dmY
`
yi
˘
dmY
`
y0
˘ λ0 detpB2y∆0px,y0qq
λi detpB2y∆0px,yiqq
˙
dµ. Then we could reasonably make the
assumption the the second term in α does not explode, and then the limit is still of the order
of ε, as we may see on the numerical experiments of Figure 1. This result also generalises to
optimal transport when there are several transport maps.
5.3 Penalization error
Proposition 5.14. Let pµ, νq P PpX q ˆ PpYq in convex order. Let να :“ Pα ˝ Y ´1, where Pα
is the optimal probability for the entropic dual implied problem with an additional penalization
αf , where f is a super-linear, strictly convex, and differentiable function RY ÝÑ R. Then let
ψ0 be the only optimizer for the entropic dual implied problem with minimal fpψq, we have
να ´ ν
α
ÝÑ ∇fpψ0q, when α ÝÑ 0.
The proof of Proposition 5.14 is reported to Subsection 6.5.
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5.4 Convergence rates of the algorithms
5.4.1 Convergence rate for the simplex algorithm
Precise results on the convergence rate of the simplex algorithm is an open problem. Roos
[51] gave an example in which the convergence takes an exponential time in the number of
parameters. However the simplex algorithm is much more efficient in practice, Smale [54]
proved that in average, the number of necessary steps in polynomial in the number of entries,
and Spielman & Teng [56] refined this analysis by including the number of constraints in the
polynomial.
However, none of these papers provide the real time of convergence of this algorithm.
Schmitzer [52] reports that this algorithm is not very useful in practice as it only allows to
solve a discretized problem with no more than hundreds of points.
5.4.2 Convergence rate for the semi-dual algorithm
We notice that any subgradient of this function is a difference of probabilities, and then the
gradient is bounded. Furthermore the function V is a supremum of a finite number of affine
functions, and therefore it does not have a smooth second derivative. In this condition the
best theoretical way to optimize this function is by a gradient descent with a step size of order
Op1{?nq at the n´th step, see Ben-Tal & Nemirovski [10]. Then by Theorem 5.3.1 of [10],
the rate of convergence is Op1{?nq as well, which is quite slow. Furthermore, the time of
computation of one step needs to compute one convex hull which has the average complexity
Op|Y| lnp|Y|qq for each x P X , and Op|Y|q in dimension 1, see Subsection 4.7. However, we give
in Subsection 4.7) an algorithm that computes the concave hull in a linear time if the relying
points of the concave hull do not change too much. Then let us be optimistic and assume that
the computation of one concave hull is on average Op|Y|q, then we have that the complexity
is Op|X ||Y|q operations for each step. Although this algorithm is highly parallelizable, its
complexity imposes to the grid to be very coarse. Indeed, to get a precision of 10´2, we need an
order of 104 operations. We shall see that the entropic algorithms are much more performing
for this low precision.
Notice that even though the best theoretical algorithm is the last gradient descent, Lewis
& Overton [44] showed that in most case, quasi-Newton methods converge faster, even when
the convex function is non-smooth, however they find a particular case in which quasi-Newton
fails at being better. The L-BFGS method is a quasi-Newton method that is adapted to
high-dimensions problems. The Hessian (even though it does not exist) is approximated by a
low-dimensional estimate, and the classical Newton step method is applied. See [62] for the
exact algorithm. We see on simulations that this algorithm is indeed much more efficient.
Even if the quasi-Newton algorithm gives better results, the smooth entropic algorithms are
much more effective in practice.
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5.4.3 Convergence rate for the Sinkhorn algorithm
In practice, if we want to observe the transport maps from [25] to have a good precision on
the estimation of the support of the optimal transport, we need to set ε “ 10´4. The rate of
convergence of the Sinkhorn algorithm is given by κ2n after n iterations for some 0 ă κ ă 1,
see [39]. This result is extended by [31] to the one-dimensional martingale Sinkhorn algorithm.
However, we have κ :“
?
θ´1?
θ`1 , and
θ :“ max
px1,y1q,px2,y2qPΩ
exp
ˆ
cpx1, y1q ` cpx2, y2q ´ cpx2, y1q ´ cpx1, y2q
ε
˙
,
in the case of classical transport. Then θ is of the order of exppKpcq{εq for some map Kpcq
bounded from below. For ε “ 10´5, this θ is so big that κ2 is so close to 1 that κ2n, with n the
number of iterations will remain approximately equal to 1.
We also see in practice for the martingale Sinkhorn algorithm that the rate of convergence
is not exponential for small values of ε, see Figure 2 in the numerical experiment part, as the
graph is logarithmic in the error, an exponential convergence rate would be characterized by a
straight line. However we observe that for the Bregman projection algorithm we do not have a
straight line during the first part of the iteration for the one-dimensional case, and it never
happens in the two-dimensional case.
In this regime of ε small, another convergence theory looks to have a better fit with this
algorithm. The Sinkhorn algorithm may be interpreted as a block coordinates descent for the
optimization of the map Vεpϕ,ψq. We optimize alternatively in ϕ, and in ψ. We know from
Beck & Tetruashvili [5] that this optimization problem has a speed of convergence given by
LRpx0q2
n , where Rpx0q is a quantity that is of the order of |x0 ´ x˚| in practice, where x˚ is the
closest optimizer of Vε and L is the Lipschitz constant of the gradient. This speed is more
comparable to the convergence observed in practice. More precisely, L is of the order of 1{ε.
This formula shows that in order to minimize the problem for a very small ε, we first need to
make Rpx0q small to compensate L. This can be done by minimizing the problem for larger ε.
In practice, we divide ε by 2 until we reach a sufficiently small ε. Then we make the grid finer
as ε becomes small, and exploit the sparsity in the problem that appears when ε gets small.
See Schmitzer [52].
We may apply the same theory for the martingale Vε and its block optimization in pϕ, hq and
in ψ. Let DX ,Y :“ tpϕ,ψ, hq P RX ˆRYˆpRdqX u « Rpd`1q|X |`|Y|, and for x :“ pϕ,ψ, hq P DX ,Y ,
let ∆pxq :“ pϕ‘ ψ ` hbqXˆY .
Theorem 5.15. Let x0 “ pϕ0, ψ0, h0q P DX ,Y such that
ˆ
e´
ϕ0‘ψ0`hb0 ´c
ε
˙
XˆY
sums to 1, and
for n ě 0, let the nth iteration of the martingale Sinkhorn algorithm:
xn`1{2 :“
˜
ϕn, ψn`1 :“ argmin
ψ
Vεpφn, ¨, hnq, hn
¸
,
xn`1 :“
ˆ
ϕn`1 :“ argmin
ϕ
Vεp¨, ψn`1, ¨q, ψn`1, hn`1 :“ argmin
h
Vεp¨, ψn`1, ¨q
˙
.
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Furthermore let P0 PMpµ, νq and let X ˚ be the minimizing affine space of Vε and let Vε˚ be its
minimum, then we have
Vεpxnq ´ Vε˚ ď βRpx0q
2ε´1
n
, (5.8)
Vεpxnq ´ Vε˚ ď
ˆ
1´ 2|X |
βλ2
e´
Dpx0q
ε
˙n `
Vεpx0q ´ Vε˚
˘
, (5.9)
and distpxn,X ˚q ď
d
λ2ε
|X | e
Dpx0q
ε
`
Vεpxnq ´ Vε˚
˘ 1
2 ,
where β :“ `2 lnp2q ´ 1˘´1 « 2, 6, λp :“ |X |´1 inf
xPDX ,Y :∆pxq‰0
sup
∆prxq“∆pxq
|∆pxq|pp
|rx|pp , for p “ 1, 2,
Dpx0q :“ λ1 maxp1, }Y ´ X }8qVεpx0q´P0rcs´ε|X |pP0qmin ,
pP0qmin :“ minxPXˆY P0rtxus, }Y ´ X }8 :“ supxPY´X |y ´ x|8,
and we may choose Rpx0q among Rpx0q :“
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
supVεpxqďVεpx0q distpx,X ˚qc
λ2ε|X | e
Dpx0q
ε
`
Vεpx0q ´ Vε˚
˘ 1
2
2λ1 Vεpx0q´P0rcs´ε|X |pP0qmin
supkě0 distpxk,X ˚q
.
The proof of Theorem 5.15 is reported in Subsection 6.6.
Remark 5.16. By the same arguments, we may prove a similar theorem for the case of optimal
transport with λ1 “ min
´
1, |Y||X |
¯
, and λ2 “ 1`
´ |Y|
|X |
¯2
1` |Y||X |
.
Remark 5.17. The theoretical rate of convergence given by Theorem 5.15 becomes pretty bad
when ε ÝÑ 0. We observe it in practise when we apply this algorithm with a small ε and a
starting point x0 “ 0. This emphasizes the need of using the epsilon scaling trick, of Subsection
4.4.
Remark 5.18. Depending on the experiment, in some cases we observe a linear convergence
like (5.8) (see Figure 2a), however in other cases, we observe a convergence speed that looks
more like (5.9) (see Figure 2b). However, the convergence rates that we provide here are generic,
if we wanted to have convergence rates that look more like the one observed, we would need to
look for the asymptotic convergence rates like it was suggested by Peyré in [49] for the case of
classical transport.
Remark 5.19. The positive probability P0 PMpµ, νq is necessary. We know from [27] that
for some (possibly elementary) µ ĺ ν in convex order, we way find px0, y0q P X ˆ Y such that
Prtpx0, y0qus “ 0 for all P PMpµ, νq even thought µrtx0us ą 0 and νrty0us ą 0 (see Example
2.2 in [27]). Therefore, in this situation there is no optimal x˚ P DXˆY , as this would mean
that ∆px˚qx0,y0 “ 8.
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5.4.4 Convergence rate for the Newton algorithm
When the current point gets close enough from the optimum, the convergence rate of the
Newton algorithm is quadratic if the hessian is Lipschitz, i.e. |xk ´ x˚| and |∇Vεpxkq| both
converge quadratically to 0, see Theorem 3.5 in [62]. The truncated Newton is a bit slower, but
still has a superlinear convergence rate, see Theorem 7.2 in [62].
5.4.5 Convergence rate for the implied Newton algorithm
The important parameter for Newton algorithm is the Lipschitz constant of the Hessian of
the objective function. However in the case of variable implicitation, the presence of B2yF´1 in
the Hessian, and the addition of the variation of ypxq in the Lipschitz analysis may kill the
Lipschitz property of the Hessian of F˜ . The following proposition solves this problem.
Proposition 5.20. Let px˜nqně0 the Newton iterations applied to F˜ starting from x˜0 :“ x0 P X .
Now let pxnqně0 the sequence defined by recurrence by x0 :“ x0, then for all n ě 0, yn :“ ypxnq,
and let px, yq be the result of a Newton step from pxn, ynq, and we set xn`1 :“ x.
Then px˜nqně0 “ pxnqně0.
The proof of Proposition 5.20 is reported to Subsection 6.7. This proposition implies that the
theoretical convergence of the Newton algorithm on F can be extended to the Newton algorithm
applied to F˜ , indeed the partial minimization in y only decreases the distance from the current
point to the minimum around the minimum. In practice we observe that the convergence for
this implied algorithm is much faster and much more stable than the non-implied Newton
algorithm.
6 Proofs of the results
6.1 Minimized convex function
Proof of Proposition 3.2 Let x1, x2 P A, y1, y2 P B, and 0 ď λ ď 1. We have
λF px1, y1q ` p1´ λqF px2, y2q ě F
`
λpx1, y1q ` p1´ λqpx2, y2q
˘
`αλp1´ λq2 |px1, y1q ´ px2 ´ y2q|
2
ě F˜ pλx1 ` p1´ λqx2q ` αλp1´ λq2 |x1 ´ x2|
2.
By minimizing over y1 and y2, we get
λF˜ px1, y1q ` p1´ λqF˜ px2, y2q ě F˜ pλx1 ` p1´ λqx2q ` αλp1´ λq2 |x1 ´ x2|
2,
which establishes the α´convexity of F˜ .
Now if we further assume that α ą 0 and F is C2, y ÞÝÑ F px, yq is α´convex, and
therefore strictly convex and super-linear. Hence, there is a unique minimizer ypxq. Using
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the first order derivative condition of this optimum, we have ByF
`
x, ypxq˘ “ 0. By the fact
that B2yF is positive definite (bigger than αId by α´convexity), we may apply the local
inversion theorem, which proves that ypxq is C1 in the neighborhood of x. We also obtain
B2yxF
`
x, ypxq˘` B2yF `x, ypxq˘∇ypxq “ 0, which gives the following expression of ∇y:
∇ypxq “ ´B2yF´1B2yxF
`
x, ypxq˘.
Now we may compute the derivatives of F˜ . By definition, we have F˜ pxq “ F `x, ypxq˘, then
just differentiating this expression, we get
∇F˜ pxq “ BxF
`
x, ypxq˘` ByF `x, ypxq˘∇ypxq
“ BxF
`
x, ypxq˘,
where the second equality comes from the fact that ByF
`
x, ypxq˘ “ 0 because ypxq is a minimizer.
Finally we get the Hessian by deriving again this expression and injecting the value of ∇ypxq.
l
6.2 Limit marginal
Proof of Theorem 4.2 Let α ą 0, we are considering the following minimization problem:
inf
ψ
rVεpψq ` αfpψq “ inf
ϕ,ψ,h
µrϕs ` νrψs ` ε
ż
e
´∆
ε dm0 ` αfpψq
“ inf
ψ
sup
PPMpµq
Prc´ ψs ´ εHpP|m0q ` νrψs ` αfpψq (6.10)
“ sup
PPMpµq
inf
ψ
Prcs ´ εHpP|m0q ` pν ´ P ˝ Y ´1qrψs ` αfpψq
“ sup
PPMpµq
Prcs ´ εHpP|m0q ´ pαfq˚pP ˝ Y ´1 ´ νq
“ sup
PPMpµq
Prcs ´ εHpP|m0q ´ α´
1
p´1 f˚pP ˝ Y ´1 ´ νq, (6.11)
where the first equality comes from a mutualisation of the infima, the second comes from a partial
dualisation of the infimum in ϕ, h in a supremum over P PMpµq, we obtain the third equality
by applying the minimax theorem and reordering the terms, the fourth equality the definition
of the Fenchel-Legendre transform, and the fifth and final equality is just a consequence of the
transformation of a multiplyer of a p´homogeneous function by the Fenchel-Legendre conjugate.
Let pαnqně1 converging to 0. As Y is finite, the set PpYq is compact. Then we may assume
up to extracting a subsequence that ναn converges to some limit νl. The first order optimality
equation for all y P Y gives that ν ´ ναn ` αn∇fpψnq, where ψn is the unique optimizer ofrVε ` αf . By the p´homogeneity of f , the gradient ∇f is pp´ 1q´homogeneous. Then we have
the convergence ψ˜n :“ ψn
α
1
p´1
n
ÝÑ
nÑ8 ψl :“ ∇f´1pνl ´ νq. As we have by (6.10)
inf
ψ
rVεpψq ` αnfpψq “ inf
ψ
sup
PPMpµq
Prc´ ψs ´ εHpP|m0q ` νrψs ` αnfpψq
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By dividing this equation by α
1
p´1
n , we have that ψl is the minimizer of the strictly convex
function supPPMpµq Pr´ψs ` νrψs ` fpψq, it is therefore unique. Then νl is unique as well. By
(6.10), Pαn tends to minimize f˚pP ˝ Y ´1 ´ νq, by the fact that νl “ limαÑ0 Pα ˝ Y ´1, which
concludes the proof. l
6.3 Discretization error
Proof of Proposition 5.1 We have that pϕ,ψ, hq is a dual optimizer for pµ, νq. Then
ϕ‘ψ`hb ě c, and if P1 PMpµ1, ν1q, then P1rcs ď µ1rϕs`ν 1rψs ď µrϕs`νrψs`LϕW1pµ1, µq`
LψW1pν 1, νq. If we take the supremum in P1, we get that
Sµ1,ν1pcq ď µrϕs ` νrψs ` LϕW1pµ1, µq ` LψW1pν 1, νq
“ Iµ,νpcq ` LϕW1pµ1, µq ` LψW1pν 1, νq
“ Sµ,νpcq ` LϕW1pµ1, µq ` LψW1pν 1, νq.
As the reasoning may be symmetrical in
`pµ, νq, pµ1, ν1q˘, we get the result. l
Proof of Proposition 5.3 Similar to the proof of Proposition 5.1, we have that
Sµ1N ,ν1M pcq ´ Sµ,νpcq ď pµ1N ´ µqrϕs ` pν 1M ´ νqrψs,
and
Sµ,νpcq ´ Sµ1N ,ν1M pcq ď pµ´ µ1N qrϕN s ` pν ´ ν 1M qrψM s.
The first inequality gives
Sµ1N ,ν1M pcq ´ Sµ,νpcq ď pµN ´ µqrϕs ` pνM ´ νqrψs ` pµ1N ´ µN qrϕs ` pν 1M ´ νM qrψs.
The two first terms are independent and their sum pµN ´ µqrϕs ` pνM ´ νqrψs is equivalent in
law to
b
Varµrϕs
N ` Varν rψsM N p0, 1q when N,M go to infinity. Then doing the same work on the
symmetric inequality and using the Assumptions piq to pivq, we get the result. l
6.4 Entropy error
Lemma 6.1. Let r, a ą 0, F : Rd ÝÑ Rd and x0 P Rd such that }p∇F q´1px0q} ď a´1, and on
Brpx0q, we have that F is C1, that ∇F is invertible, and that }∇F ´∇F px0q} ă a{2. Then F
is a C1´diffeomorphism on Brpx0q.
Proof. We claim that F is injective on Brpx0q, we also have that ∇F is invertible on this set.
Then by the global inversion theorem, F is a C1´diffeomorphism on Brpx0q.
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Now we prove the claim that F is injective on Brpx0q. Let x, y P Brpx0q,
F pyq ´ F pxq “
ż 1
0
∇F ptx` p1´ tqyqpy ´ xqdt
“ ∇F pxqpy ´ xq `
ż 1
0
r∇F ptx` p1´ tqyq ´∇F pxqs py ´ xqdt
“ ∇F pxq
ˆ
y ´ x`∇F pxq´1
ż 1
0
r∇F ptx` p1´ tqyq ´∇F pxqs py ´ xqdt
˙
.
Then we assume that F pyq “ F pxq, and we suppose for contradiction that x ‰ y. Therefore by
the fact that ∇F is invertible, we have
|y ´ x| “
ˇˇˇˇ
∇F pxq´1
ż 1
0
r∇F ptx` p1´ tqyq ´∇F px0q `∇F px0q ´∇F pxqs py ´ xqdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ă }∇F pxq´1}2a2 |y ´ x|
ď |y ´ x|,
Then we get the contradiction |y ´ x| ă |y ´ x|. The injectivity is proved. l
In order to prove Lemma 6.3, we first need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Let an integer d ě 1, k ď d, r ą 0, and pyiq1ďiďk`1, k ` 1 differentiable
maps Br ÝÑ Rd such that |∇yi| ď A, |yi| ď A and detaffpy1, ..., ykq ě A´1. Let puiqk`1ďiďd an
orthonormal basis of
`pyip0q´yk`1p0qq1ďiďk˘K, peiq1ďiďd be the orthonormal basis obtained from`pyi´ yk`1q1ďiďd, puiqk`1ďiďd˘ from the Gram-Schmidt process, p the orthogonal projection of 0
on affpy1, ..., yk`1q, and pλiq1ďiďk`1 the unique coefficients such that p “ řk`1i“1 λiyi, barycentric
combination. Then the maps ei, λi, and p are differentiable on Br and we may find C, q ą 0,
only depending on d such that if r ď C´1A´q, then we have that |∇ei| ď CAq, |∇p| ď CAq,
|∇λi| ď CAq, and ∇ detaffpy1, ..., yk`1q ď CAq.
Proof. The determinant is a polynomial expression of the coefficients, therefore if these
coefficients are bounded by A. Then we may find Cdet, qdet ą 0 (only depending on d) such
that |∇ det | ď CdetAqdet .
Let pviq1ďiďd :“
`pyi ´ yk`1q1ďiďd, puiqk`1ďiďd˘. Notice that for all i, we have |∇vi| ď 2A,
and by the fact that
det
aff
`
y1p0q, ..., yk`1p0q
˘
:“ ˇˇdet `y1p0q ´ yk`1p0q, ..., ykp0q ´ yk`1p0q, uk`1, ..., ud˘ˇˇ
ě A´1,
we have that | detpv1, ..., vdq| ě 12A´1 on Br for r ď C´1detA´qdet 12A´1.
Recall that e1 :“ v1|v1| . By the fact that |v1|...|vd| ě |detpv1, ..., vdq|, we have that |v1| ě A´d.
Then we may find C1, q1 ą 0 such that ∇e1 ď C1Aq1 . Now for 1 ď i ď k, we have that
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ei :“ vi´
ř
jăipej ¨viqej
|vi´řjăipej ¨viqej| . Notice thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇdet
˜
v1, ..., vi´1, vi ´
ÿ
jăi
pej ¨ viqej , vi`1, ..., vd
¸ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ | det pv1, ..., vi´1, vi, vi`1, ..., vdq |
ě A´1,
and therefore we have that
ˇˇˇ
vi ´řjăipej ¨ viqej ˇˇˇ ě A´d. Therefore, by induction, we may find
Ci, qi such that |∇ei| ď CiAqi .
Now notice that p :“ yk`1 `řki“1 ei ¨ p0´ yk`1qei. Then we may find C0, q0 ą 0 such that
|∇p| ď C0Aq0 .
Finally let λ :“ pλ1, ..., λk`1q, M 1 :“
“
ei ¨ pyj ´ yk`1q
‰
1ďiďk,1ďjďk`1, M :“
«
1...1
M 1
ff
, and
P :“
«
1
p´ yk`1
ff
. We have that Mλ “ P , and therefore λ “ M´1P . Recall that M´1 “
detpMq´1CompMqt (see (1.2)), therefore we may find C 1, q1 ą 0 such that |M´1| ď C 1Aq1 , and
|∇pM´1q| ď C 1Aq1 . Then we may find C2, q2 ą 0 such that |∇λi| ď C2Aq2 for all i.
Finally, by the fact that
det
aff
py1, ..., yk`1q “ |detpy1 ´ yk`1, ..., yk ´ yk`1, ek`1, ..., edq|,
we may find C3, q3 such that detaffpy1, ..., yk`1q ď C3Aq3 .
The lemma is proved for
C :“ maxpC0, ..., Cd, C 1, C2, C3, 2Cdetq, and for q :“ maxpq0, ..., qd, q1, q2, q3, qdet ` 1q.
l
Lemma 6.3. Let A, r, e, δ, h,H ą 0 and F : Rd ÝÑ R such that we may find k P N and
S P pBAqk such that for all y P S, we have on Brpyq that F is C2, A´1Id ď D2F ď AId, and
|D2F´D2F pyq| ď e. Furthermore, detaff S ě A´1, ∇F pSq “ t0u, and
ˇˇˇřk
i“1 λiSi
ˇˇˇ
ď H, convex
combination with minλ ě A´1. Furthermore, assume that F pSq Ă r´h, hs, and F ě δdistpY, Sq
on BrpSqc. Then we may find C, q ą 0 such that if δ, r ě CAqH, e,H ď C´1A´q, and h ď rH,
then we have that
`
0, Fconvp0q
˘ “ řki“1 λi`y¯i, F py¯iq˘, convex combination with |y¯i´Si| ď CAqH
for all i.
Proof.
Step 1: For all i, the map y ÞÝÑ ∇F pyq is a C1´diffeomorphism on Brpyiq by Lemma 6.1. Then
we define the map zipaq :“ ∇F´1paq which is defined on BrA´1 . Notice that its gradient is given
by ∇zipaq :“ D2F´1paq. Now we define the map Φ : Rd ÝÑ Rd as follows: Φipaq :“ a ¨
`
zipaq´
zk`1paq
˘´ ´F `zipaq˘´ F `zk`1paq˘¯, for 1 ď i ď k, and Φipaq :“ eipaq ¨ ppaq for k ` 1 ď i ď d,
where ppaq is the orthogonal projection of 0 on aff`z1paq, ..., zkpaq˘, and `ek`1paq, ..., edpaq˘ is
the orthonormal basis of
`
aff
`
z1paq, ..., zkpaq
˘˘K defined as the Gram-Schmidt basis obtained
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from pz1paq ´ zk`1paq, ..., zkpaq ´ zk`1paq, uk`1, ..., udq, where puk`1, ..., udq is a fixed basis of`
z1p0q ´ zk`1p0q, ..., zkp0q ´ zk`1p0q
˘K.
Step 2: Now we prove that the convex hull
`
F
˘
conv
p0q is determined by the equation Φpaq “
0 for a small enough. Let |a| ď rA´1 such that Φpaq “ 0. Then a`zipaq ´ zk`1paq˘ ´´
F
`
z1paq
˘´F `zk`1paq˘¯ “ 0, and therefore let b :“ F `z1paq˘´az1paq “ ... “ F `zkpaq˘´azkpaq.
Then the map y ÞÑ ay ` b is tangent to F at all zi. Furthermore, ppaq is orthogonal to`
aff
`
z1paq, ..., zkpaq
˘˘K, implying that ppaq “ 0. Then 0 P aff`z1paq, ..., zkpaq˘. By Lemma 6.2,
we may find C1, q1 ą 0 (only depending on d) such that |∇ detaffpz1, ..., zkq| ď C1Aq1 . Therefore,
if a ď 12A´2C´11 A´q1 , we have that | detaffpz1, ..., zkq| ě 12A´1 and we may find pλiq1ďiďk`1
such that ppaq “ řk`1i“1 λizipaq, and λi ě 12A´1 by Lemma 6.2 together with the fact that
minλ ě A´1. Now we prove that F ě aY ` b. This holds on each Br
`
zipaq
˘
by convexity of
F on these balls, together with the fact that aY ` b is tangent to F . Now out of these balls,
F ě δdistpY, Sq by assumption. Furthermore, |zipaq ´ zip0q| ď A|a|, and
ˇˇ∇F `zipaq˘ˇˇ ď A2|a|,
while similar, we have
ˇˇ
F
`
zipaq
˘ˇˇ ď h ` 12A3|a|2. Notice that as it is tangent, aY ` b “
∇F `zipaq˘`Y ´ zipaq˘ ` F `zipaq˘ “ ∇F `zipaq˘`Y ´ Si˘ `∇F `zipaq˘`Si ´ zipaq˘ ` F `zipaq˘,
for all i. Then,
|aY ` b| ď ˇˇ∇F `zipaq˘ˇˇ |Y ´ Si| ` ˇˇ∇F `zipaq˘`Si ´ zipaq˘` F `zipaq˘ˇˇ
ď A2|a| |Y ´ Si| ` 32A
3|a|2 ` h
Therefore, if δ ě A2|a| ` `32A3|a|2 ` h˘ r´1, then F ě δdistpY, Sq ě aY ` b. This holds in
particular if r ě h{H, implying that A2|a|` `32A3|a|2 ` h˘ r´1 ď A2|a|` 32A3|a|2r´1`hH{h ď
A2|a| ` 32A3|a| `H. Finally, the following domination is sufficient:
δ ě A2|a| ` 32A
3|a| `H. (6.12)
Step 3: Now we prove that Φ may be locally inverted. If 1 ď i ď k, we have ∇Φipaq “
zipaq ´ zk`1paq. If k ` 1 ď i ď d, we have ∇Φipaq “ ∇ppaqeipaq ` ∇eipaqppaq. We may
rewrite the previous expression by introducing the locally smooth maps λjpaq such that ppaq “:řk
j“1 λjpaqzjpaq, convex combination. Then ∇ppaq “
řk
j“1 λjpaq∇zjpaq `
řk
j“1∇λjpaqzjpaq.
Notice that by the relationship
řk
j“1 λjpaq “ 1, we have that
řk
j“1∇λjpaq “ 0, thereforeřk
j“1∇λjpaqzjpaq “
řk
j“1∇λjpaq
`
zjpaq´ zk`1paq
˘
and
řk
j“1∇λjpaq
`
zjpaq´ zk`1paq
˘
ei “ 0 as
zj ´ zk`1 K ei. Finally, we have ∇ppaqeipaq “ řkj“1 λjpaqD2F´1`zjpaq˘eipaq.
Step 4: Now we provide a bound for ∇eipaqppaq. We have the control |ppaq| ď |pp0q| `
supBa |∇p|r ď H `C2Aq2a for a P Br by Lemma 6.2 for some C2, q2 ą 0. Therefore by Lemma
6.2, we may find C3, q3 ą 0 so that if H ď C´13 A´q3 , we have the control |∇eipaq| ď C3Aq3 ,
whence the inequality
|∇eipaqppaq| ď C3Aq3pH ` C2Aq2aq. (6.13)
Step 5: Now we provide a lower bound to det∇Φ. Notice that ∇Φ “ P0 ` P 1 with P0 :“
pzi´zk`1 : i ď k,Dei : i ě k`1q, and P 1 :“ p∇eip : i ě k`1q, where D :“ řkj“1 λjD2F´1pzjq.
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Let Mbasis :“ Matpzi ´ zk`1 : i ď k, ei : i ě k ` 1q, then P0M´1basis may be written as a
block matrix as follows: P0M´1basis “
«
Ik ¨
0 Dbasis
ff
, with Dbasis :“ petiDejqk`1ďi,jďd. Then
detpP0M´1basisq “ detpDbasisq ě A´pd´kq, detpMbasisq “ detpzi ´ zk`1 : i ď kq ě A´1, and
therefore detP0 ě A´pd´k`1q. Then by Lemma 6.2, as k lines of P0 are dominated by 2A and
d´ k are dominated by A, we have det∇Φpaq ě C´14 A´q4 if a,H ď C´14 A´q4 , and a ď r for
some C4, q4 ą 0.
Step 6: Finally |Φ| ď A`A “ 2A. In order to apply Lemma 6.1, we need to control |∇Φpaq ´
∇Φpa1q| for a, a1 P Br. For i ď k, |∇Φipaq ´∇Φipa1q| “ |D2F
`
zipaq
˘´1 ´D2F `zk`1pa1q˘´1| ď
2A2e. For i ě k ` 1,
|∇Φipaq ´∇Φipa1q| “ |∇
`
ppaq ¨ eipaq
˘´∇`ppa1q ¨ eipa1q˘|
ď |∇ppaqeipaq ´∇ppa1qeipa1q| ` |∇eipaqppaq ´∇eipa1qppa1q|
ď |∇ppaqeipaq ´∇ppa1qeipa1q| ` 2
`
H ` C2Aq2p|a| ` |a1|q
˘
C1A
q1 .
We consider the first term:
|∇ppaqeipaq ´∇ppa1qeipa1q| ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ kÿ
j“1
λjpa1q
`
D2F´1pzjpaqq ´D2F´1pzjpa1qq
˘ˇˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ kÿ
j“1
`
λjpaq ´ λjpa1q
˘
D2F´1
`
zjpaq
˘ˇˇˇˇˇ
ď A2e` C1Aq1 |a´ a1|A,
and therefore we may find C5, q5 ą 0 such that if |a|, e ď C´15 A´q5 , then we have that
|∇Φpaq´∇Φpa1q| ď 12 |det∇Φp0q|´1}Com
`∇Φp0q˘t} “ }∇Φp0q}. Then we may apply Lemma 6.1:
Φ is a C1´diffeomorphism on Br, we may find C6, q6 ą 0 such that C´16 A´q6 ď |∇Φ| ď C6Aq6 .
By assumption, we have |Φp0q| ď dH. Furthermore, BrC´16 A´q6
`
Φp0q˘ Ă ΦpBrq. Therefore, if
H ď rC´16 d´1A´q6 , then we may find a0 P Br such that Φpa0q “ 0. We have
|a0| “ |Φ´1p0q ´ Φ´1pΦp0qq| ď C6Aq6 |Φp0q| ď C6dAq6H.
By Step 2, z1pa0q, ..., zkpa0q have the required property. Moreover,
|zipa0q ´ Si| “ |zipa0q ´ zip0q| ď C6dAq6`1H.
Finally, (6.12) is satisfied if δ ě C7Aq7H, with C7 :“ C6 ` 52 , and q7 :“ maxp3, q6q. The lemma
is proved for C :“ maxp3, C1, ..., C7, C6dq and q :“ maxp3, q1, ..., q7, q6 ` 1q. l
Proof of Theorem 5.5
Step 1: We claim that we may find C1 ą 0 such that for ε small enough, we have ∆ε ě
´C1ε lnpε´1q, mε´a.e. Indeed, by the fact that pϕε, ψε, hεq is an optimum, we have that
e´
∆ε
ε mε is a probability distribution. Therefore, e´
∆εpX,¨q
ε pmεqX{ dµεdmXε is a probability measure,
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µε´a.s. Then by (i), mε´a.s., we have that
1 ě
ż
Bαε pY q
e´
∆εpX,yq
ε pmεqXpdyq{ dµε
dmXε
ě εγ
ż
Bαε pY q
e´
∆εpX,yq´γε lnpε´1q
ε pmεqXpdyq
ě ε3γe´∆εpX,yqε .
Hence ∆εpX,Y q ě ´3γε lnpε´1q, mε´a.s. The claim is proved for ε small enough.
Step 2: We claim that we may find C2 ą 0 such that
ş
∆εěC2ε lnpε´1q∆εe
´∆ε
ε dmε ! ε, andş
∆εěC2ε lnpε´1q e
´∆ε
ε dmε ! 1. Indeed, let C2 ą 0. By (i), we haveż
∆εěC2ε lnpε´1q
∆εe´
∆ε
ε dmε ď mεrΩsC2ε lnpε´1qεC2 ď C2ε lnpε´1qεC2`γ .
Similar, we have that
ş
∆εěC2ε lnpε´1q e
´∆ε
ε dmε ď C2εC2`γ . Therefore, up to choosing C2
large enough, the claim holds.
Step 3: Let ∆¯ε :“ ∆ε ´
`
∆εpX, ¨q
˘
conv
pXq ´ ∇`∆εpX, ¨q˘convpXq ¨ pY ´ Xq. We claim thatş
xRDXε ∆¯εe
´∆ε
ε dmε ! ε. Indeed by (iii) we have that µεrDXε s ! 1{ lnpε´1q, therefore we haveż
xRDXε
∆εe´
∆ε
ε dmε ď
ż
xRDXε
C2ε lnpε´1qe´∆εε dmε `
ż
∆εěC2ε lnpε´1q
∆εe´
∆ε
ε dmε
ď C2ε lnpε´1qµεrpDXε qcs `
ż
∆εěC2ε lnpε´1q
∆εe´
∆ε
ε dmε
! ε.
Finally, by the martingale property of e´
∆ε
ε dmε, we haveż
xRDXε
∆¯εe´
∆ε
ε dmε “
ż
xRDXε
´
∆ε ´
`
∆εpX, ¨q
˘
conv
pXq
´∇`∆εpX, ¨q˘convpXq ¨ pY ´Xq¯e´∆εε dmε
“
ż
xRDXε
´
∆ε ´
`
∆εpX, ¨q
˘
conv
pXq
¯
e´
∆ε
ε dmε
ď
ż
xRDXε
∆εe´
∆ε
ε dmε ` µεrDXε sC1ε lnpε´1q
! ε.
Step 4: Let x R DXε , we denote Sεx “ ts1, ..., sku, where k :“ kεx. We claim that for all
S1 :“ ps11, ..., s1kq P Rd such that s1i P Brεpsiq for all i, and
ř
λ1is1i “ x1 P Brεpxq we have for
ε ą 0 small enough that S1 P pB2Aεqk, |detaff S1| ě 12A´1ε , minλεx ě 12A´1ε .
Indeed,
ř
λ1ips1i ` x ´ x1q “ x, with s1i ` x ´ x1 P B2rεpsiq. By Lemma 6.2, we may find
C3, q3 such that |λ1i ´ λi| ď C3Aq3ε rε, |detaff S1 ´ detaff S| ď C3Aq3ε rε, and |s1i| ď Aε ` rε. Now
by the fact that rε ! A´q3ε , the claim is proved.
Step 5: We claim that up to shrinking DXε , we may assume that for x R DXε , we have dµεdmXε pxq ě
εγ`1. Indeed, µXε
”
dµε
dmXε
ď εγ`1
ı
ď εγ`1mXε rRds. Therefore,
µXε
„
dµε
dmXε
ď εγ`1

ď εγ`1mXε rRds “ εγ`1mεrΩs ď ε ! 1{ lnpε´1q.
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Therefore we may shrink DXε by removing
!
dµε
dmXε
ą εγ`1
)
from it.
Step 6: We claim that for ε ą 0 small enough, we may find unique yi P Brεpsiq such that
∇∆px, yiq “ 0 for all i, Brεpyiq Ă Brεpsiq, with rε :“ ε 12´η, where 0 ă η ă η2 , and finally
∆εpx, yq ě 12
?
ε dist
`
y, py1, ..., ykq
˘
for y R Yki“1Br¯εpyiq. Indeed ∆εpx, ¨q is strictly convex on
Brεpsiq for all i. Furthermore, let
mi :“ 1
λ¯i
ż
Brε psiq
ye´
∆εpx,yq
ε dmYε
ˆ
dµε
dmXε
˙´1
,
with λ¯i :“
ş
Brε psiq e
´∆εpx,yq
ε dmYε
´
dµε
dmXε
¯´1
. By the martingale property of e´
∆ε
ε mε, we have
ÿ
i
λ¯imi “ x´
ż
pYiBrε psiqqc
ye´
∆εpx,yq
ε dmYε
ˆ
dµε
dmXε
˙´1
,
therefore by Step 5,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ kÿ
i“1
λ¯imi ´ x
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
pYki“1Brε psiqqc
ye´
∆εpx,yq
ε mYε pdyq
ˆ
dµε
dmXε
˙´1 ˇˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż
pYki“1Brε psiqqc
|y|e´ε´
1
2 distpy,SεxqmYε pdyqε´γ´1
ď
ż
pYki“1Brε psiqqc,|y|ě2Aε
|y|e´ε´
1
2 distpy,SεxqmYε pdyqε´γ´1
`
ż
pYki“1Brε psiqqc,|y|ă2Aε
2Aεe´ε
´ 12 distpy,SεxqmYε pdyqε´γ´1.
Observe that as yi ď Aε, we have distpy, Sεxq ě |y| ´Aε. Furthermore, if Aε ě 2, and |y| ě 2Aε,
we have |y| ď e|y|´Aε . Then we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ kÿ
i“1
λ¯imi ´ x
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ż
pYki“1Brε psiqqc,|y|ě2Aε
e
´
ˆ
ε´
1
2´1
˙
p|y|´Aεq
mYε pdyqε´γ´1
`
ż
pYki“1Brε psiqqc,|y|ă2Aε
2Aεe´ε
´ 12 rεmYε pdyqε´γ´1
ď e´
ˆ
ε´
1
2´1
˙
Aε
mYε rRdsε´γ´1 ` 2Aεe´ε´ηmYε rRdsε´γ´1
! ε. (6.14)
Similar, we have
ř
i λ¯i “ 1` opεq, with uniform convergence of opεq in x. By Step 4, we have
that λ¯i ě 12A´1ε for ε ą 0 small enough, as ε ! rε. Therefore, we may find y P Brεpsiq such that
∆εpx, yq ă ε1´ η2 , as otherwise, similar to (6.14), we would have λ¯i ! ε. Notice that for y in the
boundary of Brεpsiq, by (v), we have ∆εpx, yq ě ε 12 rε “ ε1´η ą ε1´
η
2 , then as ∆εpx, ¨q is strictly
convex on Brεpsiq, we may find a unique minimizer yi P Brεpsiq. Now let l :“ dist
`
yi, BBrεpsiq
˘
,
we have that ∆εpx, yiq ` 12Aεl2 ě ε1´η. Then by the inequality ∆εpx, yiq ď ε1´
η
2 , we have
that l ě a2A´1ε ε 12´ η2a1´ ε η2 . Now, let 0 ă η ă η2 , we have l ď ε 12´η for ε ą 0 small
enough. Finally, let y R Yki“1Br¯εpyiq, we treat two cases. Case 1: y P BrεpyiqzBr¯εpyiq for some i.
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Then by (iv) we have ∆εpx, yq ě ∆εpx, yiq ` 12A´1ε r¯2ε ě ´C1ε lnpε´1q `
?
εr¯ε ě 12
?
ε|y ´ yi| ě
1
2
?
ε dist
`
y, py1, ..., ykq
˘
, for ε ą 0 small enough.
Case 2: y R Brεpyiq for all i. Then let 1 ď i ď k, we have |y´si| ď rε, and recall that |yi´si| ď rε.
Then |y´ yi| ď |y´ si| ` rε ď 2|y´ yi|, and therefore dist
`
y, py1, ..., ykq
˘ ď 2distpy, Sεxq. By (v)
we have ∆εpx, yq ě ?ε distpy, Sεxq ě 12
?
ε dist
`
y, py1, ..., ykq
˘
, for ε ą 0 small enough.
The claim is proved. Now, up to changing η to η, the properties (i) to (vi) are still satisfied,
and the properties of (iv) and (v) also hold if we replace Sεx by py1, ..., ykq.
Step 7: Let DXÑYε :“
 
x P DXε : BrεpyqzDYε “ H, for some y P Sεx
(
. We claim that we have
µε
“
DXÑYε
‰ ! 1{ lnpε´1q. Indeed, for x P DXε , and for all y P Sεx, we have pPεqxrBrεpyqs ě A´1ε by
Step 6. Therefore, if for some such y, we have that Brεpyq Ă pDYε qc, then A´1ε ď pPεqxrBrεpyqs ď
pPεqxrpDYε qcs. Then, if we integrate along µε on DXÑYε , together with (vi) we get that
A´1ε µεrDXÑYε s ď PεrY R DYε s “ νεrpDYε qcs ! A´1ε { lnpε´1q.
The claim is proved. Now up to shrinking DXε , we may assume that DXε XDXÑYε “ H.
Step 8: We claim that up to raising γ, if |f|B2RzBR |}f}2R8 ď
1
4ε
β and R ě rε{?ε, then (vi) may be
applied to yi (even if yi R DYε ), up to replacing pmεqxrBR?εpyiqs by pmεqxrB2R?εpy1iqs{2d for
some y1i P Brεpyiq. Indeed, by Step 7 we may find y1i P Brεpyiq XDYε . Let f have such property.
Now let rf defined by f “ rf on BR{2, and rfpyq :“ ´1´ 2|y|R ¯ f ´ Ry2|y|¯. Let L,R ě 1 such that f is
L´Lipschitz, then rf is L´Lipschitz. Therefore, We have ˇˇˇˇˇşB2R rfpyq
«
dpmεqx˝zoomy
1
i?
ε
pmεqxrB2Rpy1iqs ´
dy
|B2R|
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
r2R`Lsγεβ şB2R rfpyq dy|B2R| from (vi). Now, as R ě rε{?ε, we have that BR?εpyiq Ă B2R?εpy1iq.
Then ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
BR
fpyq
«
dpmεqx ˝ zoomyi?ε
pmεqxrB2Rpy1iqs
´ dy|B2R|
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď r2R` Lsγεβ
ż
BR
fpyq dy|B2R| ` |
rf ´ f |8.
As we may find y˚ P BR{2 such that fpy˚q “ }f}R8, we have fpyq ě }f}R8 p1´ L|y ´ y˚|q, andş
BR
fpyq dy|B2R| ě |B1|L´d. Therefore, as |B2R| “ 2d|BR|, we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
BR
fpyq
«
dpmεqx ˝ zoomyi?ε
pmεqxrB2Rpy1iqs{2d
´ dy|BR|
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď ´r2R` Lsγεβ ` |B1|´1Ldεβ¯
ż
BR
fpyq dy|BR|
ď rR` Ls2γ`2εβ
ż
BR
fpyq dy|BR| . (6.15)
From now we replace γ by γ1 :“ 2γ ` 2.
Step 9: As a preparation for this step, we observe that (i) to (vi) are preserved if we replace
η by any 0 ď η1 ď η. Then, up to lowering η, we may assume without loss of generality that
η ă β{γ. Therefore
β ´ ηγ ą 0. (6.16)
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We claim that
řkx
i“1
ş
Brε pyiq p∆εpx, yq ´∆εpx, yiqq pPεqxpdyq “ d2ε` opεq, where the convergence
of opεq is uniform in x. Indeed, consider
λi :“
ż
Brε pyiq
exp
ˆ
´∆εpx, yq
ε
˙
mYpdyq dµε
dmX
pxq´1 (6.17)
“ dµε
dmX
pxq´1
ż
Bε´η
exp
¨˝
´
∆ε
´
x, zoomyi?
ε
pyq
¯
ε
‚˛mY ˝ zoomyi?
ε
pdyq.
We want to compare λi to
λ1i :“ dµεdmX pxq
´1
ż
Bε´η
exp
¨˝
´
∆ε
´
x, zoomyi?
ε
pyq
¯
ε
‚˛dy pmεqxrB2rεpy1iqs{2d|Bε´η | .
Notice that the map F : y ÝÑ ∆ε
´
x,zoomyi?
ε
pyq
¯
ε may be differentiated in
∇F “
By∆ε
´
x, zoomyi?
ε
pyq
¯
?
ε
,
which is bounded by Aεε´η, by the fact that ∇F p0q “ 0 and D2F ď AεId by (iv). Then, we
observe that the map f : y ÝÑ exp
˜
´∆ε
´
x,zoomyi?
ε
pyq
¯
ε
¸
satisfies that f››f››ε´η8 is Aεε´η´Lipschitz.
We may apply (6.15) to f , with R “ rε{?ε, as for y P B2RzBR, we have
|F pyq| ď e´∆εpx,yiqε ´A´1ε |y|2 ď |F |2R8 e´Aεε´2η ď 14ε
β,
for ε ą 0 small enough, and get that
|λi ´ λ1i| ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Bε´η
fpyq
«pmεqx ˝ zoomyi?εpdyq
pmεqxrB2rεpy1iqs{2d
´ dy|Bε´η |
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ pmεqxrB2rεpy1iqs{2d dµεdmX pxq´1
ď “ε´ηpAε ` 1q‰γ εβ ż
Bε´η
fpyq dy|Bε´η | pmεqxrB2rεpy
1
iqs{2d dµεdmX pxq
´1
“ pAε ` 1qγεβ´ηγλ1i. (6.18)
Similar, we claim that the map g, defined by
g : y ÝÑ
´
∆ε
´
x, zoomyi?
ε
pyq
¯
´∆ε
`
x, yi
˘¯
exp
¨˝
´
∆ε
´
x, zoomyi?
ε
pyq
¯
ε
‚˛,
satisfies that g››g››ε´η8 is e´1Aεε´η´Lipschitz. Now, we want to compare
Di :“
ż
Bε´η
gpyqdpmεqx ˝ zoomyi?εpdyq
dµε
dmX
pxq´1,
with
D1i :“
ż
Bε´η
gpyqdy pmεqxrB2rεpyiqs{2
d
|Bεη |
dµε
dmX
pxq´1.
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Hence similar, by (6.15), we have
|Di ´D1i| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Bε´η
gpyq
«
dpmεqx ˝ zoomyi?εpdyq
pmεqxrB2rεpy1iqs{2d
´ dy|Bε´η |
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ pmεqxrB2rεpy1iqs{2d dµεdmX pxq´1
ď “ε´ηpe1Aε ` 1q‰γ εβ ż
Bε´η
gpxq dx|Bε´η | pmεqxrB2rεpy
1
iqs{2d dµεdmX pxq
´1
“ pe´1Aε ` 1qγεβ´ηγD1i. (6.19)
Now we denote Ki :“ pmεqxrB2rε py
1
iqs{2d|Bε´η |
dµε
dmX pxq´1 exp
ˆ
´∆ε
`
x,yi
˘
ε
˙
, so that
λ1i “ Ki
ż
Bε´η
exp
¨˝
´
∆ε
´
x, zoomyi?
ε
pyq
¯
´∆ε
`
x, yi
˘
ε
‚˛dy.
We now compare λ1i with λ2i :“ Ki
ş
Rd e
´B2y∆εpx,yiqy2dy. By the formula of the Gaussian
integral, we have λ2i “ Ki
?
2Πd
b
det B2y∆ε
`
x, yi
˘
. Similar to (6.14), the part of the integral out
of Bε´η is uniformly negligible in front of ε. We assume that ε ą 0 is small enough so that this
integral is uniformly smaller than ε. By (iv), we have that`B2y∆ε`x, yi˘´ εη˘ py ´ yiq2 ď ∆ε ´x, zoomyi?εpyq¯´∆ε`x, yi˘
ď `B2y∆ε`x, yi˘` εη˘ py ´ yiq2.
Therefore, we have
Ki
?
2Πd
b
det
“B2y∆ε`x, yi˘´ εηId‰´ ε ď λ1i ď Ki?2Πdbdet “B2y∆ε`x, yi˘´ εηId‰` ε.
By the fact that εId ! εηId ! A´1ε Id ď B2y∆ε
`
x, yi
˘
, we may find C4, q4 ą 0 such that
|λ1i ´ λ2i | ď C4Aq4ε εηλ2i . (6.20)
Similar, we get that the integral of g may be approximated by the integral of
rgpyq :“ εB2y∆ε`x, yi˘y2 exp `´B2y∆ε`x, yi˘y2˘ .
Let D2i :“ Ki
ş
Rd rgpyqdy. Similar than the previous computation, up to raising C4 and q4, we
have
|D1i ´D2i | ď C4Aq4ε εηD2i . (6.21)
Now we compute the value of D2i . By change of variables z “
b
B2y∆ε
`
x, yi
˘
y, where
?
A
applied to a symmetrical positive definite matrix denotes the only symmetrical positive definite
square root of the matrix A, we get that D2i “ εKi d2
b
det B2y∆ε
`
x, yi
˘
.
We observe that from (6.16) and (i), together with (6.18), (6.19), (6.20), and (6.21), we
have for all i that λi “ λ1i ` opλ1iq, λ1i “ λ2i ` opλ2i q, Di “ D1i ` opD1iq, and D1i “ D2i ` opD2i q.
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Finally, using (1.1) and the fact that we can sum up positive op¨q, we get
kxÿ
i“1
ż
Brε pyiq
p∆εpx, yq ´∆εpx, yiqq pPεqxpdyq “
kÿ
i“1
Di
“
kÿ
i“1
D2i ` o
˜
kÿ
i“1
D1i `D2i
¸
“
kÿ
i“1
εKi
d
2
b
det B2y∆ε
`
x, yi
˘` o˜ kÿ
i“1
Di
¸
“ εd2
kÿ
i“1
λ2i ` o
˜
kÿ
i“1
Di
¸
“ εd2
kÿ
i“1
λi ` o
˜
kÿ
i“1
Di ` εpλ1i ` λ2i q
¸
“ εd2 ` o
˜
ε`
kÿ
i“1
Di
¸
“ εd2 ` opεq,
where all the op¨q are uniform in x, thanks to all the controls established in this step. The claim
is proved.
Step 10: We claim that for ε ą 0 small enough, we have
dist
`
x, affpy1, ..., ykq
˘ ď C5Aq5ε ε 12`β´ηγ ` C6Aq6ε ε 12`η ` ε. (6.22)
Indeed, let zi :“ λ´1i
ş
Brε pyiq ye
´∆εpx,yq
ε mYε pdyq
´
dµε
dmXε
¯´1
, where recall that
λi “
ż
Brε pyiq
e´
∆εpx,yq
ε mYε pdyq
ˆ
dµε
dmXε
˙´1
.
We have that x “ şRd ye´∆εpx,yqε mYε pdyq´ dµεdmXε ¯´1, by the martingale property of e´∆εε mε.
Similar to (6.14), we have
ˇˇˇřk
i“1 λizi ´ x
ˇˇˇ
! ε. Similar, we also have řki“1 λi “ 1 ` opεq.
Therefore, dist
`
x, affpz1, ..., zkq
˘ ! ε. Now let
z1i :“ 1λ1i
ż
Brε pyiq
ye´
∆εpx,yq
ε dy
pmεqxrB2rεpy1iqs{2d
|Brε |
ˆ
dµε
dmXε
˙´1
,
where recall that λ1i “
ş
Brε pyiq e
´∆εpx,yq
ε dy pmεqxrBrε pyiqs|Brε |
´
dµε
dmXε
¯´1
. We claim that we may find
universal C5, q5 ą 0, such that |λipzi ´ yiq ´ λ1ipz1i ´ yiq| ď C5Aq5ε ε
1
2`β´ηγ . Indeed, if u is a unit
vector, we have
h : y ÝÑ ?ε|y ¨ u| exp
¨˝
´
∆ε
´
x, zoomyi?
ε
pyq
¯
´∆εpx, yiq
ε
‚˛.
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We claim that h}h}ε´η8
is ε´ηAε
´
1`
?
Aε
2y30
¯
´Lipschitz, where y0 ą 0 is the unique positive real
satisfying 2y20 “ e´y20 , furthermore the function is small enough on B2RpyiqzBRpyiq so that we
may apply (6.15):
ˇˇ
u ¨ `λipzi ´ yiq ´ λ1ipz1i ´ yiq˘ˇˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Bε´η pyiq
hpyq
«
dpmεqx ˝ zoomyi?εpdyq
pmεqxrB2rεpy1iqs{2d
´ dy|Bε´η |
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇKi|Bε´η |
ď
„
ε´ηAε
ˆ
1`
?
Aε
2y30
˙γ
εβ
ż
Bε´η pyiq
hpyqdyKi,
ď
„
Aε
ˆ
1`
?
Aε
2y30
˙γ
ε
1
2`β´γηIAεKi, (6.23)
where I :“ şdR |y ¨ u|e´|y|2dy, as recall that by Step 9, Ki “ λ2i?2Πd?det B2y∆εpx,yiq ď Ad{2ε . Now we
consider again a unit vector u, and
pz1i ´ yiq ¨ u “
?
ε
λ1i
ż
Bε´η
`py ¨ uq` ´ py ¨ uq´˘e´∆εpx,yq´∆εpx,yiqε dyKi
ď
?
ε
λ1i
ż
Bε´η
py ¨ uq`e´pB2y∆εpx,yiq´εηIdqy2dyKi
´
?
ε
λ1i
ż
Bε´η
py ¨ uq´e´pB2y∆εpx,yiq`εηIdqy2dyKi
ď Ki
?
ε
λ1i
pI{2q
ˆb
B2y∆εpx, yiq ´ εηId
´1
u2 ´
b
B2y∆εpx, yiq ` εηId
´1
u2
˙
ď C6Aq6ε ε
1
2`η,
for some C6, q6 ą 0, independent of x and u, as B2y∆εpx, yiq ě A´1ε Id " εηId, and λ1i ě 12A´1ε .
Then |z1i ´ yi| ď C6Aq6ε ε
1
2`η.
Finally, with (6.18) and (6.20), up to raising C5, C6, q5, q6, we get the estimate |zi ´
yi| ď C5Aq5ε ε 12`β´γη ` C6Aq6ε ε 12`η. We finally get the desired estimate from the fact that
dist
`
x, affpy1, ..., ykq
˘
.
Step 11: We now claim thatż
Brε pyiq
∆¯εpx, ¨qdpPεqx “
ż
Brε pyiq
`
∆εpx, ¨q ´∆εpx, yiq
˘
dpPεqx ` opεq, (6.24)
where the convergence speed of opεq is independent of the choice of x and i. Indeed, by (6.22)
and the fact that
|∆εpx, yiq| ď maxpC1, C2qε lnpε´1q ď ε1´ η2 ď rεHε,
with Hε :“ ε 12` 12 minpη,β´ηγq for ε small enough. Furthermore, by (6.22), we have that for
ε ą 0 small enough, dist`x, affpy1, ..., ykq˘ ď Hε. Then, we may apply Lemma 6.3: we may
find C7, q7 ą 0 such that we have ∆¯εpx, yq “ ∆εpx, yq ´ ∆εpx, y¯iq ´ ∇∆εpx, y¯iq ¨ py ´ y¯iq,
with |yi ´ y¯i| ď C7Aq7ε Hε ď C7Aq7ε ε 12 , as by Step 6, we have that for y R Yki“1Brεpyiq,
we have ∆εpx, yq ě 12
?
ε dist
`
y, py1, ..., ykq
˘
, where 12
?
ε " C7Aq7ε Hε, and rε " C7Aq7ε Hε as
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well. Notice that therefore, we have 0 ď ∆εpx, y¯iq ´ ∆εpx, yiq ď 12AεC27A2q7ε H2ε ! ε, and
similar, we have |∇∆εpx, y¯iq ¨ pyi ´ y¯iq| ď AεC27A2q7ε H2ε ! ε. Finally,
ş
Brε pyiq∇∆εpx, y¯iq ¨
py ´ yiqdpPεqx “ ∇∆εpx, y¯iq ¨
ş
Brε pyiqpy ´ yiqdpPεqx. We have from the computations in
Step 10 that
ˇˇˇş
Brε pyiqpy ´ yiqdpPεqx
ˇˇˇ
ď C3Aq3ε ε 12 , and |∇∆εpx, y¯iq ¨
ş
Brε pyiqpy ´ yiqdpPεqx| ď
C3C7Aq3`2q7ε ε
1
2Hε ! ε, whence the result.
Step 12: Now using Step 3 and Step 9, integrating against µε, with the uniform error esti-
mate (6.24), together with controls that are independent of x, similar to (6.14), to deal with`Yki“1Brεpyiq˘c, we getż
∆¯εdPε “
ż
DXε
kxÿ
i“1
ż
Brε pyiq
p∆εpx, yq ´∆εpx, yiqq pPεqxpdyqµεpdxq ` opεq
“ εd2 ` opεq.
Finally, notice that
∆¯ε “ ∆ε ´
`
∆εpX, ¨q
˘
conv
pXq ´∇`∆εpX, ¨q˘convpXq ¨ pY ´Xq
“ ψε ´ c´
`
ψε ´ cpX, ¨q
˘
conv
pXq ´∇`ψε ´ cpX, ¨q˘convpXq ¨ pY ´Xq
“ ϕ¯ε ` ψε ´ c´∇
`
ψε ´ cpX, ¨q
˘
conv
pXq ¨ pY ´Xq.
Therefore we have Pεr∆¯εs “ µεrϕ¯εs ` νεrψεs ´ Pεrcs. Whence the result of the theorem. l
6.5 Asymptotic penalization error
Proof of Proposition 5.14 As µ ĺc ν, rVε is convex with a finite global minimum. Then the
minimum of rVε ` αf converges to a minimum of rVε. More precisely, let ψα be the only global
minimizer of rVε ` αf , then ψα is also the minimizer of the map 1α ´rVε ´ rVεpψ0q¯` f , which
Γ´converges to ιtψ:rVεpψq‰rVεpψ0qu`f , whose unique global minimizer is ψ0. Therefore ψα ÝÑ ψ0
when α ÝÑ 0. Now the first order condition gives that να´να “ ∇fpψαq ÝÑ ∇fpψ0q, when
α ÝÑ 0, by convexity and differentiability of f , guaranteeing that ψ ÞÝÑ ∇fpψq is continuous.
l
6.6 Convergence of the martingale Sinkhorn algorithm
Proof of Theorem 5.15 This result stems from an indirect application of Theorem 5.2 in [5].
By a direct application of this theorem we get that
Vεpxkq ´ Vε˚ ď 2 minpL1,L2qR
2px0q
n´1 , (6.25)
and that Vεpxkq ´ Vε˚ ď
´
1´ σminpL1,L2q
¯n´1 `
Vεpx0q ´ Vε˚
˘
, (6.26)
with Rpx0q :“ supVεpxqďVεpx0q distpx,X ˚q, L1 (resp. L2) is the Lipschitz constant of the
ψ´gradient (resp. pϕ, hq´gradient) of Vε, and σ is the strong convexity parameter of Vε.
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Furthermore, the strong convexity gives that
distpxk,X ˚q ď
c
2
σ
pVεpxkq ´ Vε˚ q
1
2 . (6.27)
However the gradient∇Vε is locally but not globally Lipschitz, nor Vε strongly convex. Therefore
we need to refine the theorem by looking carefully at where these constants are used in its
proof.
Step 1: The constant L1 is used for Lemma 5.1 in [5]. We need for all k ě 0 to have
Vεpxkq ´ Vεpxk`1{2q ě 12L1 |∇Vεpxkq|2. We may start from x1, this way all the xk are such
that pe´∆pxkqi,jε qiPX ,jPY is a probability distribution. Then |B2ψVεpxkq| ď ε´1. Let u P RY , then
|B2ψVεpϕk, ψk ` u, hkq| ď ε´1e
|u|8
ε . We want to find C,L ą 0 such that Vεpxkq ´ Vεpϕk, ψk ´
CBψVεpxkq, hkq ě 12L |BψVεpxkq|, then L may be use to replace L1 in the final step of the proof
of Lemma 5.1 in [5]. Recall that |BψVεpxkq|8 ď 1, as it is the difference of two probability
vectors. We have
Vεpxkq ´ Vε
`
ϕk, ψk ´ CBψVεpxkq, hk
˘
“ ´BψVεpxkq ¨
`´ CBψVεpxkq˘
´C2
ż 1
0
p1´ tqBψVεpxkqtB2ψVε
`
ϕk, ψk ´ tCBψVεpxkq, hk
˘BψVεpxkqdt
ď C|BψVεpxkq|2 ´ C2|BψVεpxkq|2
ż 1
0
ε´1p1´ tqe tCε dt
“ C|BψVεpxkq|2 ´ C2|BψVεpxkq|2ε´1 e
C
ε ´ 1´ Cε
C2
ε2
“
ˆ
C ´ ε
ˆ
e
C
ε ´ 1´ C
ε
˙˙
|BψVεpxkq|2.
Deriving with respect to C gives the equation C “ ε lnp2q. We get
Vεpxkq ´ Vε
`
ϕk, ψk ´ CBψVεpxkq, hk
˘ ě ε`2 lnp2q ´ 1˘|BψVεpxkq|2.
Therefore we may use L :“ ε´1`4 lnp2q ´ 2˘´1.
Step 2: The constant σ is used to get the result from (3.21) in [5]. Then we just need the
inequality
Vεpyq ě Vεpxq `∇Vεpxq ¨ py ´ xq ` σ2 |y ´ x|
2, (6.28)
to hold for some y P X ˚ and x “ xk for all k ě 0. Now we give a lower bound for σ. Notice
that Vε “ µrϕs ` νrψs ` εřxPX ,yPY exp `´ ¨ε˘ ˝∆x,y. Then for x0, u P DX ,Y , we have
utD2Vεpx0qu “ ε´1
ÿ
xPX ,yPY
exp
´
´ ¨
ε
¯
˝∆x,ypx0q∆x,ypuq2
ě ε´1exp
ˆ
´|∆pxq|8
ε
˙
|∆puq|2.
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Then, by definition of λ2, we may find ru such that ∆puq “ ∆pruq, and
utD2Vεpx0qu ě |X |
λ2ε
exp
ˆ
´|∆pxq|8
ε
˙
|ru|2. (6.29)
Now, we claim that |∆pxq|8 ď Dpx0q. Then let x˚ P X ˚ and consider (6.29) for u “ x˚ ´ x.
Then we have that x` ru P X ˚, and therefore, we may take y “ x` ru for (6.28), and therefore
use
σ :“ |X |
λ2ε
exp
ˆ
´Dpx0q
ε
˙
, (6.30)
in this equation.
Step 3: Now we prove our claim that |∆pxq|8 ď Dpx0q. Indeed
Vεpx0q ě Vεpxq “ µrϕs ` νrψs ` ε “ P0rϕ‘ ψ ` hbs ` ε “ P0r∆pxqs ` P0rcs ` ε.
Therefore we have P0r∆pxqs ď Vεpx0q ´ P0rcs ´ ε, and finally
pP0qmin|∆pxq|1 ď Vεpx0q ´ P0rcs ´ ε. (6.31)
Then |∆pxq|8 ď Dpx0q stems from the definition of λ1.
Step 4: Now we provide the bound on Rpx0q. From the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [5], what
is needed to make the proof work is Rpx0q “ supkě0 distpxk,X ˚q, which is smaller than
supVεpxqďVεpx0q distpx,X ˚q. Furthermore, from (6.27) together with (6.30), we get that the
supremum supkě0 distpxk,X ˚q is also smaller than
c
λ2ε|X | e
Dpx0q
ε
`
Vεpx0q ´ Vε˚
˘ 1
2 . Finally, from
(6.31) together with the definition of λ1, we may find that rx˚, rxk P DX ,Y such that ∆pxkq “
∆prxkq, rx˚ P X ˚, |rxk|1 ď λ1 Vεpx0q´P0rcs´ε|X |pP0qmin , and |rx˚|1 ď λ1 Vεpx0q´P0rcs´ε|X |pP0qmin . Then |rxk ´ rx˚| ď
|rxk ´ rx˚|1 ď 2λ1 Vεpx0q´P0rcs´ε|X |pP0qmin by the fact that | ¨ | ď | ¨ |1. Finally, as rx˚ ` xk ´ rxk P X ˚, we
have distpxk,X ˚q ď 2λ1 Vεpx0q´P0rcs´ε|X |pP0qmin . Therefore the same bound holds for supkě0 distpxk,X ˚q.
Step 5: Finally, as we focus on the L1 optimization phase, we may replace n´ 1 by n in the
convergence formula (6.25) and (6.26), see the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [5]. The result is proved.
l
6.7 Implied Newton equivalence
Proof of Proposition 5.20 We apply the Newton step in the algorithm to
`
x, ypxq˘. we are
looking for p such that D2Fp “ ∇F . First ∇F `x, ypxq˘ “ BxF `x, ypxq˘ “ ∇F˜ pxq, then if we
decompose p “ px ‘ py P X ‘ Y, the equation becomes
B2xFpx ` B2xyFpy “ ∇F˜ pxq, and B2yxFpx ` B2yFpy “ 0.
The solution to this equation system is given by py “ ´B2yF´1B2yxFpx, and`B2xFpx ´ B2xyFB2yF´1B2yxF ˘px “ ∇F˜ pxq (6.32)
The conclusion follows from the fact that (6.32) is the step for the Newton algorithm applied to
F˜ . The Newton step on y does not matter, as y will be immediately thrown away and replaced
by ypxq. l
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7 Numerical experiment
7.1 An hybrid algorithm
The steps of the Newton algorithm are theoretically very performing if the current point is
close enough to the optimum. What is really time-consuming is the computation of the descent
direction with the conjugate gradient algorithm. The idea of preferring the Newton method to
the Bregman projection method in the case of martingale optimal transport comes from the
fact that, unlike in the case of classical transport, projecting on the martingale constraint is
more costly than projecting on the marginal constraints, as we use a Newton algorithm instead
of a closed formula. From the experiment, we would say that in dimension 1 it takes 7 times
more time, and 20 times more in dimension 2. The implied Newton algorithm performs this
projection only for the Newton step, whereas it is not necessary for the conjugate gradient
algorithm.
We Notice that the Bregman projection algorithm is more effective at the beginning, to
find the optimal region, and then it converges slower. In contrast, the Newton algorithm is
slow at the beginning when it is searching the neighborhood of the optimum, but when its
finds this neighborhood, the convergence gets very fast. Then it makes sense to apply an
hybrid algorithm that starts with Bregman projections, and concludes with the Newton method.
We call this dual-method algorithm the hybrid algorithm. We see on the simulations that it
generally out-performs the two other algorithms.
Figure 2 compares the evolution of the gradient error in dimension 1 and 2 of the longest
step of the three algorithms in terms of computation time. What we call here the gradient
error is the norm 1 of the gradient of the function rVε that we are minimizing, and which is also
equal to the difference between the target measure ν and the current measure. In the case
of Newton algorithms, the penalization gradient is also included, then we use a coefficient in
front of this penalization so that it does not interfere too much with the equation between the
current and the target measure. We use the ε´scaling technique. For each value of ε, we iterate
the minimization algorithm until the error is smaller than 10´2. Then at the final iteration we
lower the target error to the one we want.
The green line corresponds to the Bregman projections algorithm. The orange line corre-
sponds to the implied truncated Newton algorithm. All the techniques evocated in Section 4 are
applied. We use the diagonal of the Hessian to precondition the conjugate gradient algorithm.
The coefficient in front of the quadratic penalization, which is normalized by ν2, is set to
10´2. Finally the blue line corresponds to the "hybrid algorithm", which consists in doing some
Bregman projection steps before switching to the implied truncated Newton algorithm. The
moment of switching is chosen by very empirical criteria: we do it after having the initial error
divided by 2 or after 100 iteration, or if the initial error is divided by 1.1 if the initial error is
smaller than 0.1.
Figure 2a gives the computation times of these three entropic algorithms, for a grid size
going from 10 to 2500 while ε goes from 1 to 10´4, with the cost function c :“ XY 2, µ uniform
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on r´1, 1s, and ν :“ 1K |Y |1.5µ, where K :“ p|Y |1.5µqrRs. By [34] the optimal coupling that we
get is the "left curtain" coupling studied in [7]. We show the curves for the value of ε that takes
the largest amount of time, the one for which the time of computation is the most important
for ε “ 4.2ˆ 10´4.
We conduct the same experiment on a two dimensional problem. The difference of efficiency
between the algorithms should be even bigger, as the computing of the optimal h becomes
more costly, as the optimization of a convex function of two variables. Let d “ 2, c : px, yq P
R2 ˆ R2 ÞÝÑ x1py21 ` 2y22q ` x2p2y21 ` y22q, µ uniform on r´1, 1s2, and ν “ 1K p|Y1|1.5 ` |Y2|1.5qµ
where K :“ `p|Y1|1.5 ` |Y2|1.5qµ˘rR2s. We start with a 10ˆ 10 grid and scale it to a 160ˆ 160
one while ε scales from 1 to 10´4. Figure 2b gives the computation times of the three entropic
algorithms. Once again we show the curves for the value of ε that takes the largest amount of
time, the one for which the time of computation is the most important for ε “ 7.4ˆ 10´3.
(a) Dimension 1. (b) Dimension 2.
Figure 2: Log plot of the size of the gradient VS time for the Bregman projection algorithm, the
Newton algorithm, and the Hybrid algorithm.
7.2 Results for some simple cost functions
7.2.1 Examples in one dimension
Figure 3 give the solution for three different costs for ε “ 10´5 with µ :“ pµ1 ` µ2q{2 and
ν :“ pν1 ` ν2q{2 with mu1 uniform on r´1, 1s, ν1 “ 1K |Y |1.5µ1 with K “ p 1K |Y |1.5µ1qrRs, µ2
is the law of exppN p´12σ21, σ21qq ´ 1 with σ1 “ 0.1, and ν2 is the law of exppN p´12σ22, σ22qq ´ 1
with σ2 “ 0.2. The scale indicates the mass in each point of the grid, the mass of the entropic
approximation of the optimal coupling is the yellow zone. Notice that in all the cases the
optimal coupling is supported on at most two maps. We saw this in all our experiment, we
conjecture that for almost all µ, ν this is the case.
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(a) c “ XY 2. (b) c “ |X ´ Y |. (c) c “ sinp8XY q.
Figure 3: Optimal coupling for different costs in dimension one.
Figure 3a shows well the left curtain coupling from [7] and [34]. Figure 3b shows the optimal
coupling for the distance cost. This coupling has been studied by Hobson & Neuberger [37].
They predict that this coupling is concentrated on two graphs. Finally, Figure 3c shows how
we may find solutions for any kind of cost function.
7.2.2 Example in two dimensions
(a) X “ ´p0.45, 0.65q (b) X “ p0.3,´0.66q (c) X “ p0.2, 0.44q (d) X “ p0.13, 0.16q
Figure 4: Optimal coupling conditioned to several values of X.
In dimension 2, it has been proved in [25] that for the cost function c : px, yq P R2 ˆR2 ÞÝÑ
x1py21 ` 2y22q ` x2p2y21 ` y22q, the kernel of optimal probabilities are concentrated on the
intersection of two ellipses with fixed characteristics, except for their position and their scale.
Figure 4 is meant to test this theoretical result. We do an entropic approximation with a grid
160ˆ 160, and ε “ 10´4. Then we selected 4 points x1 :“ p´0.45,´0.65q, x2 :“ p0.3,´0.66q,
x3 :“ p0.2, 0.44q, and x4 :“ p0.13, 0.16q and draw the kernels of the approximated optimal
transport P˚ conditioned to X “ xi for i “ 1, 2, 3, 4. We see on this figure that for i “ 1, 2, 3, 4,
P˚p¨|X “ xiq is concentrated on exactly i points, showing that all the numbers between 1 and 4
are reached. It seems that no trivial result can be proved on the number of maps that we may
reach.
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